CHAPTER 6

TO REALIZE VALUES WE NEED TO
PROCURE GOODS, THE MOST
IMPORTANT OF WHICH ARE SHARED

When doing the right thing we want to realize our values. In the previous
chapter we were concerned with all the values that might come into play.
That is the awareness part. Now we turn to what we do when we try to make
those values real. And that requires becoming aware of the goods that we
acquire and generate. So we move up the awareness part.
;]XXW[M [WUMWVM KPMZQ[PM[ \PM ^IT]M WN  NZQMVL[PQX IVL ÅVL[ PQU[MTN 
lonely. So he is aware of valuing friendship. He can just live with that ideal
but he can also act in order to make the value real, that is, to valorize “friendship” in his life. The question is then how he can do so. The answer seems
obvious: in order to make the value “friendship” real, he needs to approach
people to generate a friendship somehow. In that way he transforms the ideal
“friendship” into an actual friendship. The same transformation is required
for someone valuing personal love. Without a relationship this person does
not stand a chance of having love. It furthermore has to be a special relationship in order to generate the kind of love that this person is seeking.
The point is this: the friendly or loving relationship is a good in the sense
that it is something to gain and something to lose. This person either has such
a relationship or not. It is a good as it services to realize all kinds of values, like
friendship, love, or both, companionship support, attention, and the possibility of parenthood. Accordingly, in order to make the values “friendship” or
“love” real, we need to acquire a good like “friendship” or “a loving relationship”; a good we cannot buy and that the government cannot procure for you.
Values need to be acted upon to become real, and an important way of
realizing them is to acquire or generate goods. Goods enable us to realize
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^IT]M[<PMaKIVJM\PQVO[TQSMIK]XWN KWٺMMWZIKWUX]\MZJ]\\PMaKIV
also be intangible things, like relationships, communities, ideas and artistic
expressions.
Goods are good for all kinds of things. You and I can “have” or possess
goods, although often not in a legal sense. “Having” a relationship is the same
as “possessing” it. People have houses and they have kids and a home. Goods
are whatever we have that enable us to realize values.
Really?
<PQ[KPIZIK\MZQbI\QWVWN OWWL[UIa[MMUWLLI\ÅZ[\1\KMZ\IQVTaQ[_PMVaW]
are accustomed to thinking of goods as things you can hold onto, like a cup
WN KWٺMMIVLIKWUX]\MZWZ_PMVaW]\PQVSWN OWWL[I[\PQVO[\PI\aW]KIV
buy or sell.
I now will do two things to convince you that we are in need of a broad
category of goods, a much broader category of goods than what shows up in
a standard economic account. Sure, in the conversation of economists you
will come across intangible goods like services (think of a class or a therapy
session) and the hard to grasp collective or public goods, like safety, or cultural heritage. However, we need to go even beyond these classes of goods
to include goods such as friendship, home, society, faith, art and science. You
better think twice before continuing from this point, since the consequences
are far reaching for the way you and I conceptualize our world and understand phenomena such as the arts, poverty, richness, altruism and so much
more.
<PM ÅZ[\ KWV[QLMZI\QWV KWUM[ Ja _Ia WN  IVW\PMZ ZMILQVO WN 
Robinson Crusoe that shows the importance of company and conversation. Why not call them goods?
Defoe´s story about Robinson Crusoe, who got shipwrecked and found himself all alone as the sole survivor on an island, is standard fare in an introduc\WZaMKWVWUQK[KW]Z[M1\XMZNMK\TaQTT][\ZI\M[NWZM`IUXTM\PM\ZILMW\ٺPI\
we need to make between consumption now and consumption later (by planting seeds from his harvest now to have a greater harvest later), investments
and division of labor (between him and Friday, the fellow that he rescues from
being the meal for a bunch of cannibals). In this reading, Robinson Crusoe is
the archetypical homo economicus; a perfect example for anyone who wants
to understand how homo economicus operates.
In another humanistic reading, the story turns out to be a human drama.
This is the story about Crusoe’s struggle with his father and his seeking faith.
It is about the purifying experience that spending twenty eight years on an
island can be. That is what makes Robinson Crusoe a Bildung novel.
Though it is not so strange that economists read their perspective into the
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VW^MT)TZMILaQV\PM^MZaJMOQVVQVOWN \PMVW^MT+Z][WMLWM[IKW[\JMVMÅ\
analysis, weighing the advantages and disadvantages of his stranding on an
island. But a careful reading shows that the accounting of Crusoe is quite
LQٺMZMV\NZWU\PMIKKW]V\QVO\PI\Q[K][\WUIZaQV[\IVLIZLMKWVWUQK[.WZ
these are his lists:
Good
Still alive
Singled out to be saved from the
wreckage
I am not starved
There are no wild beasts
It is warm

Evil
Cast away
Singled out to be miserable
Divided from mankind-solitaire
I have no weapons
I have no clothes

He could have added that he had been able to secure plenty of supplies from
the shipwreck, including a few bibles (which served him well in his search
for his faith). He also found some coins in the ship, but they are useless in
his economy. (Note that economists latched onto a story that has no use for
exchange! Strange, isn’t it?)
His account stresses his social situation or, better said, the lack thereof.
All alone he is barren from any social interaction. That is why his encounter
with another human being after a long period of loneliness is so important to
him. Friday is not only someone who can do his share of the chores, but he
is also company for Crusoe. Crusoe teaches Friday some English so that they
can have conversations. The conversations have a great deal of value for Crusoe,
a social value as we can observe after the previous chapter. He feels better,
even richer because of them. Of course he does. We humans are in need of
company and conversation. They are basic needs.
Were you to wear the glasses of demand and supply, exchange and price, costs
IVLJMVMÅ\[aW]LWVW\[MM[]KP\PQVO[?Q\P\PM^IT]M\QV\ML[XMK\IKTM[\PM
values of company and the conversations are becoming pronounced.
In a valued based approach to economics, friendship is a good. And so is
a conversation. They resist having them. That means they do not come free;
+Z][WMPI[\WUISMMٺWZ\[IVL[WUM[IKZQÅKM[\WIKY]QZM\PMU)VL\PMaIZM
good for all kinds of things.
The second consideration comes after answering a question.
I have made it a habit to ask classes of students and audiences at lectures
to name their single-most precious possession. Sometimes I begin by asking
them to name their drive. In one class, every single student mentioned money
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as the main goal. One guy wanted it to be on the record that he was going
for lots of money. Only one female student took exception and said that she
wanted to be happy. The guy pointed out to her that she needed money for
that. She had to agree to that. There we were: money is what moved them.
And then I put the big question to them: what is your most precious possession, what is the last thing you want to lose? The lots-of-money guy wanted
to know whether it had to be something tangible. I told him that it was up
to him. He immediately had his mind made up: his most precious possessions were his family and friends. Others followed suit. One student thought
of her freedom, another mentioned her brains. And as almost always happens in such a round, a few named their health as their most precious possession. No-one spoke of money, cars or something tangible. One time someone
mentioned her iPhone but—judging by the burst of laughter among the students—this was clearly not a serious option. Sometimes the answer surprises
me, like when a guy from Botswana mentioned his fear as his greatest possession. I doubt whether “fear” is a good (after all, how does it resist possession?),
but I understood his reason for saying so when he explained that his fears are
what give him his urge to accomplish something.
So here is my question to you, my reader: what is your most precious
possession?
Would you even consider something that you have bought, or something that
the government has provided? Is it something you own in a legal sense?
Let me pause here, as I would do in class.
Strange, isn’t it? Money may be what people want, yet money does not buy
what is most important to them. You do not buy friends and family with your
money. Yes, money helps to secure your health, but then again, you do not
own your health legally.
Leaving out what is most important to us does not make a great deal of
sense. Standard economics does not consider family, friends, freedom and
such as goods. The value based approach does. Doing so will change a great
deal in our worldview.
What are goods?
)ZQ[\W\TMLMÅVMLOWWL[I[¹\PMUMIV[WN TQNMIVL_MTTJMQVOWN UMVºQVPQ[
work Politics (Aristotle & Ross, 1995). So goods would be the means to realize
^IT]M[)VL[W_MIZMJIKS\W\PMLMÅVQ\QWV1OI^MI\\PMJMOQVVQVO
In the late 19th century, Carl Menger, an Austrian economist, probed the
VI\]ZMWN IOWWLIVLKWVKT]LML\PI\_PI\M^MZ[I\Q[ÅM[IVMMLY]ITQÅM[I[
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a good. That opened the way for a wide range of goods including families
and friendships. But he shrank away from that consequence and decided that
MKWVWUQ[\[PIL\WZM[\ZQK\\PMLMÅVQ\QWVWN OWWL\W\PW[MKI\MOWZQM[WN OWWL[
that lend themselves for exchange in the market place. Later, economists had
to break this restriction in order to allow for collective goods (Menger, 1871).
A value based approach stresses the values that goods enable us to realize
and recovers the wide range of goods that qualify, including collective goods
and all the other goods that cannot be priced and cannot be bought and sold
at a market.
Goods need to be acquired or generated and the acquisition requires
[WUM SQVL WN  [IKZQÅKM <W [XMIS WN  ¹PI^QVOº WZ ¹XW[[M[[QVOº I OWWL WVTa
makes sense if a good resists possession. When we happen to see a splendid
[]V[M\Q\_W]TLJM[\ZIVOM\WKTIQU\PI\[]V[M\I[¹W]Z[º1\_W]TLJMLQٺMZMV\
if you have to climb a steep mountain in order to see a particularly beautiful
sunset: in that case you might say that it is yours to cherish. In general, goods
ZMY]QZMIVMٺWZ\\WIKY]QZM?MPI^M\WOQ^M[WUM\PQVO]X\W¹PI^Mº\PMUWZ
\WMVRWa\PMJMVMÅ\[WN OWWL[-^MVI[]V[M\ZMY]QZM[[WUM_WZSQVWZLMZ\W
be able to enjoy it.
<PMZMNWZM1LMÅVMOWWL[I[NWTTW_["
Goods are tangible or intangible things that an individual, a group of people or a
gathering of people possesses; they are good for all kinds of things and their pos[M[[QWVZMY]QZM[[WUMSQVLWN MٺWZ\WZ[IKZQÅKM
Goods are important to us, because they enable us to realize values.
The time is ripe for a general notion of “goods.” We are already accustomed
to thinking of experience goods and imaginary goods. The lottery sells an
illusion, that is, an imaginary good. And a fair or festival is all about experience. But is that really it? Just try to determine what you buy when you pay
for a ticket for a museum. What is the good you are buying? An experience
good? Continue reading and you will realize that it is not just that. You can be
certain that values play a role!
Goods that are most important to me, and you.
In an earlier version of this chapter I proceeded to list the types of goods and
[\IZ\MLW_ٺQ\P\PMOWWL[\PI\IZM][]ITTaZMKWOVQbMLI[[]KP#\PW[MIZMXZQ^I\M
goods—or the goods we buy—and collective goods. Only later did I introduce the shared goods. Then I realized that by doing so I went along with the
[\IVLIZL[KQMV\QÅKIXXZWIKP\PI\UISM[][KWV[QLMZ\PQVO[NZWUILQ[\IVKM
speaking of “the system” or “the processes out there.” But my approach is
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to consider the world from the standpoint of the subjects themselves, of us,
that is, as a people trying to make a life, realizing values. So I had to delete
everything I had written and start to make sense of the life you and I live. Let
me give it a try.
My day starts when I get out of bed. Please join me, and imagine yourself
LWQVO[WIT[W<PMÅZ[\\PQVOWVUaUQVLQ[VW\\PI\1PI^M\WJ]aWZ[MTT[WUMthing, as the standard economic perspective would suggest. Come to think
of it, the buying and selling of things is not much part of the day of a family man, a politician and an academic. I am rather focused on doing things
with the members of my family, at the university and in the city hall. Most
of the time, I am engaged in conversations of all kinds. I talk with Ph.D. students, other students, colleagues and research assistants, and I teach classes,
of course. In the city hall I have endless meetings with civil servants, citizens
and politicians to discuss a wide range of topics. At other times I am working
on this book, reading and writing emails and, every now and then, I have to
cope with faculty meetings and the like. In the evening, if I do not give a lecture somewhere, have a meeting or meet with a friend, then I look forward to
having dinner with my family. At the end of the day I will not talk about the
amount of money I have earned or spent. I do not even think about it. If I
_MZM\WZMÆMK\WVUaLIa1_W]TLQV[\MILKIZMIJW]\\PMY]ITQ\QM[WN \PM\QUM
spent with my family, of the classes and lectures I’ve given, of the interactions
and conversations I’ve had, and whether or not I am still politically alive and
about the worth of my friendships.
If I were to follow Crusoe’s example, I would try to assess what my activities have contributed to the goods I care for, such as the good “family.” the
good “collegiality,” the good “knowledge,”, the good “conversation,” the
good “academic community,” the good “democracy”, the good “fairness” or
the good “friendship.” All those goods are important for me. They are good
for a variety of my values.
1LWJ]aINM_\PQVO[WٺIVLWV)TT\PM\PQVO[1J]aIZMinstrumental
and usually serve the realization of the goods that are really important to me.
The gas that I buy gets me to the places I need to be. The food I buy nourishes
me so that I have enough energy to get through the day or it serves to accompany a conversation with colleagues or other people. The vegetables I buy
are ingredients for a family dinner. By paying the interest on the mortgage I
am able to share the house with my family. Every so often I buy a book that I
need for my research. There have been days that were all about a purchase,
like the day I bought my house. But most of my days are about conversations,
teaching and meetings. The things I buy during those days are subsidiary and
instrumental.
,]ZQVO\PMLIa1IT[WJMVMÅ\NZWUI^IZQM\aWN KWTTMK\Q^MOWWL[[]KPI[
the roads, the sanitary sewer, the water supply, police protection, relatively
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clean air and the university system. I am very pleased with these goods, when
I think about them. Usually I am not aware of their values. They, too, are
instrumental for the goods I really care about. I am not living and working
for the sake of the university. I need the university in order to have a good
academic community, to be able to teach and to have “good conversations.”
“Yeah, but you are privileged. You do not have to worry about how to
survive.” This is a standard reaction. It usually comes from people who are as
privileged as I am, in the sense that we do not need to worry whether or not
we will have food on the table the next day and a roof over our head. Sure, I
would respond, when people are in survival mode, like when they are in a war
zone, going hungry, trying to immigrate, scrounging for food, searching for a
shelter or seeking a residence permit, it is all that is on their mind. But they,
too, are seeking to overcome the mode of surviving in order to “have” a life.
Having a life implies being able to focus on conversations, companionship, a
community, knowledge, a skill and all those things that render life meaningful.
Accordingly, doing the right thing is about acquiring all kinds of goods,
most of those—and the most important of those—we cannot buy and do
not own legally. Standard economics is all about private and collective goods,
about property rights. So that domain is covered. We now need to understand
the other goods as well. What are their characteristics? How do we acquire
them? How do we value them? Can we order them?
The most important goods are “shared goods”
Let us have a look at the good “a good conversation.” It happens to be a good
that is important to me: I am always trying to make it happen, at home, with
friends and at the university. It was also what Crusoe was looking for. There
he was, all by himself, trying to survive, but with no one to talk to. People who
have stranded at islands all by themselves, or who are locked up in isolation,
are known to have a hard time being without any conversation. Alexander
Selkirk, a well-known castaway at the time of Defoe was actually unable to
speak and socialize after his rescue and ended up living in a cave in his backaIZL0MPILJMMVWV\PMQ[TIVLNWZWVTaÅ^MaMIZ[^MZ[][\_MV\aMQOP\aMIZ[
in the case of Crusoe. The advantage of the latter was that he was able to
have conversations with this Friday guy, a cannibal whom he had saved from
a cannibal feast. Even though they did not speak the same language, they
quickly developed a language that they both could understand enabling them
to communicate. After some time they shared feelings, discussed what needed
to be done and so on. Crusoe enjoyed the company and appreciated the ability to have a conversation with another person. This was presumably also true
for the other fellow.
What does the companionship mean? Even when this person does not
help Crusoe in adding to the amount of goods for his consumption—he may
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put in some work but has to eat and needs a place to stay, too—he may still
LMKQLM \PI\ PM Q[ JM\\MZ W_ ٺQ\P PQ[ XZM[MVKM JMKI][M WN  \PM XW[[QJQTQ\a WN 
having a conversation with someone. He may even come to that conclusion
in the event that the amount of goods available for his consumption actually declines. He gladly gives up some bread and meat in exchange for the
conversation.
The bread and meat are private goods in the sense that he raised the
sheep and planted, harvested and milled the grain. Those goods are his and it
is his decision to share them with Friday. If Friday were to grab them without
I[SQVOPMUQOP\OM\IVOZaIVL\PZW_PQUW\ٺPMQ[TIVL
The conversation that they are having is another matter, for it is theirs.
They share the conversation. It is a joint production.ZQLIaUISM[IVMٺWZ\IVL[W
does Crusoe. A conversation in which he does not participate is not the same
as one in which he is paying attention to what the other is saying, responds
IVLKWV\ZQJ]\M[PQU[MTN Ja\MTTQVO\PQVO[<PMUWZMMٺWZ\\PMaJW\PX]\QV\W
their conversation, the better Crusoe will feel and the better Friday will most
TQSMTaNMMTI[_MTT0MÅVL[PQU[MTN _PQ[\TQVOIOIQV_PQTM_ITSQVOITWVO\PM
beach and catches himself looking forward to the evening’s meal because of
the conversation they will be having.) It matters to him that Friday enjoys the
conversation as well. They do not only produce the conversation together,
they also “consume” it together. The enjoyment is mutual. Their conversation is what he and Friday share. It is a shared good.
Maybe it is strange to call a conversation a good at all. From an economic
XWQV\WN ^QM_PW_M^MZQ\Q[VW\ITT\PI\LQٺMZMV\NZWUIOWWLTQSMJZMIL)
KWV^MZ[I\QWVZMY]QZM[\PMQVX]\WN \QUMMٺWZ\IVLP]UIVIVL[WKQITKIXQ\IT
) KWV^MZ[I\QWV LWM[ VW\ KWUM IJW]\ MٺWZ\TM[[Ta 1\ Q[ VW\ NZMM MQ\PMZ -^MV
QN  \PM LQZMK\ KW[\[ IZM bMZW \PMZM _QTT JM WXXWZ\]VQ\a KW[\[ \PM JMVMÅ\[ WN 
alternative activities that are forsaken). And like bread a conversation gives
satisfaction. Thus far a shared good is like a private good. The conversation,
however, cannot be a private good because no one can claim sole ownership
of it. Crusoe cannot claim that the conversation is his and exclude others,
including Friday, from enjoying it. A conversation is not divisible. We cannot
say: “this part is mine and that part is yours, I give you this for that.” A conversation cannot be exchanged; it cannot be bought or sold. It is shared.
A conversation is not a collective good either. A pure collective good is
both indivisible—when you and I are the collective, I cannot consume it without your consuming it as well—and non-rivalrous—my consumption of the
good cannot be at the expense of your consumption. Although a conversation cannot be split up and although Crusoe cannot have the conversation by
excluding Friday, Friday and he can easily exclude others (like the members of
Friday’s tribe) from their conversation. Their conversation is between them; it
is theirs. Maybe one of them will give it up for another conversation when the
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occasion presents itself. Crusoe may exclude Friday, as he actually did after
being rescued. Conversations have rivalry and exclusion written all over them.
A conversation, therefore, is a good that does accord neither with the class
of private goods, nor with that of collective goods. It is a shared good. Both
Friday and Crusoe enjoy having or owning it.
<PMOWWL¹KWV^MZ[I\QWVºKWUM[QVLQٺMZMV\Y]ITQ\QM[WN KW]Z[M)KWVversation with a lover will have a higher quality from one with a stranger. A
conversation with a colleague can go deeper and can be more intense than
WVM_Q\PITIaXMZ[WV)VL\PMXIZ\QKQXIV\[UIaVW\JMVMÅ\MY]ITTaNZWU\PM
conversation. It helps him in his conversation if Crusoe were interested in the
phenomenon of the wild man; in that case he will get one kick after another
NZWU\ITSQVO_Q\P.ZQLIa7\PMZ_Q[MPMUIaÅVL.ZQLIa¼[\ITSUIQVTa[\ZIVOM
IVLQVKWUXZMPMV[QJTM8IZ\QKQXIV\[UIaX]\QVLQٺMZMV\MٺWZ\[IVL\PMZMNWZM
OM\[WUM\PQVOLQٺMZMV\W]\WN \PMQZKWV^MZ[I\QWV1\ZMUIQV[I[PIZMLOWWL
though, as no party can appropriate it entirely or exclude the other.
) [PIZML OWWL I[ LMÅVML PMZM Q[ LQٺMZMV\ NZWU \PM VW\QWV WN  I KWUmon good, or a commons, in the standard economic discussions. Common
goods are accessible to all—they are non-exclusive—but they allow for rivalry.
Economists tend to see great problems for the sustenance of common goods
because of the free rider problem. Take the sea, for instance. This is a good
that all people have in common. The whales swimming in the sea are a common good. Catching them is lucrative. Here the free rider problem occurs
because whale hunters have an incentive to catch as many whales as they
can. When they voluntarily agree to limit the number lest the whales die out,
individual whale hunters have the incentive to exceed that limit to have more
than the others. They are said to be free riding (like what people do when
they do not buy tickets for public transport). The point is important since
common goods lose their footing in the classic economic analysis because of
this problem.
However, the problem does not apply to shared goods! When one party
shirks, by pretending to be in the conversation while being instead with his
\PW]OP\[[WUM_PMZMMT[M\PMKWV^MZ[I\QWV_QTTJMLQٺMZMV\JMKI][MWN Q\IVL
will have less value than a conversation to which all parties contribute. When
there are more than two parties involved, one party may shirk and let the others do the work, but risk losing the conversation. When Friday and Crusoe are
having a conversation, you may want to join in. Imagine they let you in and
you subsequently shirk by not contributing yourself. Apart from what they will
\PQVSWN aW]ZXI[[Q^Q\aaW]_QTTJMVMÅ\LQٺMZMV\TaNZWU\PMKWV^MZ[I\QWV\PIV
\PMaLWQN aW]JMVMÅ\I\ITTAW]UIaOIQV[WUMQVNWZUI\QWV[WUMQV[QOP\
maybe, but because you will not partake in the conversation, it will not be
yours. You can only have a conversation by partaking in it. (Of course, you
can exploit a conversation that others are having, drawing gainful information
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from it, but then you cannot go home and tell your partner about this wonderful conversation you had.)
7VKMaW]PI^MQLMV\QÅML[PIZMLOWWL[I[OWWL[aW]_QTTVW\QKM\PMUITT
around. Friendship is an obvious example, as is “home,” “family” and “collegiality.” “Trust” is a shared good, as is “knowledge,” “music” and “art” (about
which more later in the chapter). A “community” clearly is, and so is a “team”
or “team spirit.” When people list their most important possessions, they are
almost always shared.
When I lecture I like to use “knowledge” as an example. “Knowledge” is
presented as if it were a package of information, ideas, models and the like;
as if you can take it over, buy it as it were, to make it your own. But that is not
how “knowledge” works. I will point out here that I try to convey knowledge
in a hopefully interesting, maybe even inspiring, exposition. Why do I do so?

Diagram 6-1 Private goods and services, and shared goods
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It is certainly not for the money, since the pay is usually limited. My reason
for doing so is that I want to share my knowledge. But that is not going to
happen if I am the only one doing the work. The people sitting in front of me
are actually having to do the hard work because they have to make sense of
the noise that I make, transform that noise into something that has meaning
\W\PMUIVLIXXZWXZQI\M\PI\[WUMPW_7N KW]Z[M1PI^M\WUISMIVMٺWZ\
seeking a connection with what people already know and, of course, most of
what I have said will get lost anyhow. But hopefully some of us will share part
of the knowledge conveyed.
It is the sharing that renders “my” knowledge relevant and valuable.
A shared good is usually a practice
It is not only that knowledge, like the knowledge contained in this book, needs
to be shared in order to become knowledge; most knowledge also requires a
continuing activity. When the general response to what you just read is “sure,
friendship is a shared good” and that is it, then this knowledge will quickly be
forgotten and get lost. Knowledge is an active good; it is a practice. In doing,
the knowledge becomes valuable. So people have to think when it comes to
the notion of shared goods, apply it in situations, in their research, in their
conversations. Some people need to probe it further, explore the valuation of
[PIZMLOWWL[LQٺMZMV\QI\M\aXM[WN [PIZMLOWWL[IVL[WNWZ\P
Friendship, too, is a practice in the sense that to sustain, enjoy and further
the friendship friends have to do things, all kinds of things. They may have
to talk with each other, think of the other, bring the friend up in conversations, share important experiences and do things together. The phone calls
and the outings serve the friendship; they are activities intended to valorize
the friendship.
The practice of a shared good, therefore, consists of all
activities and interactions that are directed at generatQVO[][\IQVQVOIVL^ITWZQbQVO\PMOWWL8]\LQٺMZMV\Ta\PM
shared good stands for the practice that constitutes it.
Think of the concert pianist, the dancer, the craftsman: they all have to practice their skill day in and day out in order to sustain and further it. Likewise
we have to practice our knowledge, friendships, family and art in order to be
able to say that we “have” them.
The (creative) commons
The notion of the shared good points out that when we go through our daily
life we do all kinds of things, go to meetings, have chats, read, exchange compliments for the sake of sustaining, furthering and valorizing shared goods of
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all kinds. The valorizing refers to the realizing of values, all kinds of values.
?PMVOWQVOIZW]VL[MMSQVO\WZMITQbMW]Z^IT]M[_MJMVMÅ\NZWUWVOWing practices out there. Other people have developed ongoing practices
OMVMZI\QVOIKMZ\IQVOMVZMWN U][QKI[KQMV\QÅKLQ[KQXTQVMIVIZ\Q[\QKMV^QZWVment, a social space, websites, some of which will be of interest to us. Such
IXZIK\QKMQ[KITTMLIKWUUWV[AW]JMVMÅ\NZWUQ\JaXIZ\QKQXI\QVOQVIVL
contributing to it.
A commons is out there, available to anyone who is willing to make an
MٺWZ\<PM\ZILQ\QWVITKWUUWV[Q[\PMXI[\]ZM\PI\[]ZZW]VL[\PM^QTTIOM1\
is free for all villagers to make use of. The common room is the place where
XMWXTM OM\ \WOM\PMZ \W [PIZM KWV^MZ[I\QWV[ <PM [MI _Q\P \PM Å[P QV Q\ Q[ I
commons. Wikipedia is also, as are all open sources on the Internet. The commons is optional: you have the option to make use of it, or not. Other terms
are a common pool resource, or a creative commons as in the case of the arts
(Ostrom, 1990).
We make use of commons all the time. A painting has value partly
because it shares with other paintings the commons of the arts. The commons of the art, that is, the institutions, the conversations and the activities
that constitute the worlds of the arts, is the resource that feeds and informs
the value of the painting. Whether I listen to music by Pink Floyd or watch a
;PISM[XMIZMXTIaWZI.ZMVKPUW^QM1JMVMÅ\NZWUW\PMZ[_PWTQSM\PM^MZa
same music, theatre and movies. The entrepreneur makes use of all kinds of
commons, like skilled practices, a culture of hard work and of loyalty, a vital
ÅVIVKQIT [a[\MU SVW_TMLOM XZIK\QKM[ IVL [W WV 1\ Q[ ITUW[\ QUXW[[QJTM \W
get the value of art realized in an environment that lacks a commons for the
arts, or to be entrepreneurial in an environment that lacks an entrepreneurial
commons.
A commons is a practice. It is not a practice that is for sale, so it is not a
private good. It is most likely not a collective good as it is not provided for by
the government, and requires the participation of many, but not all. People
can make use of the commons without anything in return. You and I can
consult Wikipedia or any open source program with no strings attached. That
is why Hardin in his famous article The Tragedy of the Commons, concluded that
a common is unsustainable (Hardin, 1968). The only safeguard from overuse would be the privatization or collectivization of the good. Privatization
involves the creation of private property rights (cf. the discussion on intellectual property rights); such rights turn the good into a commodity that can
be bought and sold. Collectivization implies that the government takes over
and makes the use of the common subject to public law. The government can
ITTWKI\MZQOP\[\W][IOMIVLZMO]TI\MIVLÅVIVKM\PMXZWL]K\QWVWN \PMKWUmons, which then has become a collective good.
But a commons can also remain a social practice, as is the case with
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Wikipedia, open source programming, and the creative commons in cities
and other places. Even though many only make use of such a commons, some
people are apparently willing and able to sustain and further the commons.
The latter contribute and apparently derive some satisfaction from doing so.
*MKI][MIKWUUWV[Q[WXMV\WW]\[QLMZ[Q\Q[VW\I[PIZMLOWWLI[LMÅVML
here. A shared good excludes people who do not participate and contribute. A
commons is shared by those working on it, participating and contributing, but
it does not exclude outsiders from using it.
A commons is something social. The term contains the Greek term koinonia, _PQKP_I[]VLMZ[\WWL\WPI^M\PMNWTTW_QVOÅ^MKPIZIK\MZQ[\QK["
“(1) participation must be free and unforced; (2) participants must share a
common purpose, whether minor or major, long term or short term; (3) participants must have something in common that they share such as jointly held
resources, a collection of precious objects, or a repertory of shared actions;
(4) participation involves philia (a sense of mutuality, often inadequately translated as friendship); and (5) social relations must be characterized by dikaon
(fairness)” (Lohman, 1992).
All these characteristics appear to apply quite well to the commons of an
artistic conversation. The artists are free to participate, (1) those who participate share the objective of furthering the case for their art form (2) and share
things like a (usually) informal association, coverage in certain media and a
tradition as laid down in art-historical accounts; they will care for each other
in some way or another (3) and within the arts the norm is to be fair in dealing
with other participants (4). The same applies to scientists, and I gather that
people working with open source software will recognize themselves in these
Å^MXWQV\[
Ownership of shared goods requires contributions
How to acquire a shared good? The knowledge example and the discussion
of the commons already gave a clue. Let me elaborate with the shared good
“friendship” as an example.
Like a good conversation, a friendship has shared ownership (of the
NZQMVL[QV^WT^MLQ[KW[\Ta\WIKY]QZMNZQMVL[VMML\WUISM[IKZQÅKM[IVLQ[
good for the realization of all kinds of values. How do you acquire a friendship? It is not by way of a purchase: friendships are not for sale (“hey, I am
too busy; want to take over a friend of mine?”). It is also not driven by some
governmental program.
I once had an Asian student who came over to the Netherlands to do
a PhD with me. Before he came he had been living with his family. At our
ÅZ[\UMM\QVO1QV[\Z]K\MLPQU\PI\PMPIL\WUISMNZQMVL[¹0W_LWaW]LW
that, Sir?” he wanted to know. I involved other Ph.D. students to address the
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question. How do they make friends? Just asking someone to be a friend is
not going to work. That much we agreed upon. Paying someone is out of the
question, of course.
A friendship requires the sharing of experiences, doing things together
and doing things for each other. That was clear to all of us. “Friends have all
things in common,” the ancient Greeks would say. But that does not mean
that having a friendship is a passive thing. Clearly, potential friends have to do
something in order to acquire a friendship. And friends have to keep doing
things to sustain or to strengthen a friendship. That is the practice a friendship
stands for. Aristotle pointed out that some degree of reciprocity is required.
One friend does one thing for the other, and the other does something else at
another time. They need to help each other, by lending a listening ear, helping
the other to move, making dinner, giving support and so on. All actions and
gestures that serve the friendship somehow contribute to that friendship.
Contributions to a shared good are intended to sustain,
enjoy and add value to a shared good. Contributions are a
key activity in the practice that constitutes a shared good.
In order to claim a shared good as yours, you need to have
a willingness to contribute.
Contributions will play a critical role in the framework that I am developing
here. In an exchange situation, people pay an amount of money in exchange
for a private good. Economists speak of willingness to pay to indicate the
willingness of people to pay a certain amount of money. Willingness to
contribute indicates the willingness to contribute to a shared good. In this
case there is no immediate return of something, of equivalent values, as in an
exchange. When someone makes a contribution to a friendship, say by paying
a sick friend a visit, the giving friend does not get anything in return except for
\PMIٻZUI\QWVWN \PMNZQMVL[PQX<PMZMKMQ^QVONZQMVLQ[UILM\W]VLMZ[\IVL
that in order to sustain the friendship he will have to make a contribution
somehow sometime later as well.
To repeat: willingness to contributeLQٺMZ[NZWUwillingness to
pay. In the case of the latter, the expectation is a return of equivalent value. In case of willingness to contribute the expectation is that
the contribution will add values to a shared good.
In the case of shared goods the notions of consumption and production—
those that do so well in the case of private goods—fail to make sense. The
consumption of a private good implies the destruction of value; you eat the
ice cream and when you consume your computer, the price of the thing goes
down. When you “consume” a friendship, its value may go up. By making use
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of your friendship, you are actually producing it. The more time Friday and
Crusoe spend conversing, the more likely they are to enjoy their conversation.
Converse frequently but lightly and you have “companionship.” Converse a
great deal and you have a relationship. Converse more and you have friendship. Converse even more, and you will have love. Or not.
Because the value of shared goods depends on the inputs of all owners,
we can speak of the co-creation, or co-productionWN \PMOWWL8]\LQٺMZently, shared goods require some form of collaboration.
)[ 1 VW\ML MIZTQMZ [\IVLIZL MKWVWUQ[\[ _QTT []J[]UM ITT \PM[M MٺMK\[
under the category of externalities. They are, in other words, external to the
market exchange and the pricing that a market exchange requires. To this I
would retort that the market exchange is rather an epi-phenomenon, that is,
external to the social practice that constitutes a shared good, or a commons.
Standard economics misses the point entirely, and therefore cannot distinguish the most important goods that we try to realize each and every day.
Valuing shared goods.
Because shared goods cannot be bought or sold and do not have a price, their
^IT]M[IZMVW\Y]IV\QÅIJTM*]\XMWXTM_MQOP\PM^IT]M[IVL\PMY]ITQ\QM[WN 
shared goods anyhow. They will assess some friendships to be more valuable
than others. They will tend to contribute most to shared goods that they value
most. At least, that is, when they are doing the right thing.
Weighing the values of shared goods and acting upon that is a matter
of phronesis. Awareness of the values involved and all kinds of knowledge are
required. One challenge is the assessment of the values that shared goods realize. A good conversation, for example, is good for social values when it realizes warm feelings, a sense of companionship or even friendship. It may also
realize cognitive values when it generates new insights and ideas. Knowledge
is required for the right contribution to the conversation and for a proper
understanding of the situation.
<PM^IT]MWN I[PIZMLOWWLQ[NIZNZWUÅ`ML<PM^IT]MWN IKWV^MZ[I\QWV
will change all the time. Each contribution, or lack thereof, will change its
^IT]MM^MVQN QVIUQV][K]TM_Ia<PMKWV^MZ[I\QWVLQٺMZ[NZWU\PMWVM_M
were having yesterday because of what has happened in between.
I realize that these observations do not exhaust the topic of valuation.
For example, when people are unaware of the values of friendship, or family,
they are likely to miss doing the right thing. The hard working businessman
may later regret that his hard work was done at the expense of his family life;
and although he will tell everyone that he does what he does to support his
family, he may risk losing his family for being away so often. Likewise, people
may neglect friendships, the reading of serious books, or a spiritual life to only
regret doing so later.
That is why an important component of the value based approach is
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awareness: we need to be aware of our values and we need to be aware of
the goods that enable us to realize those values in order to do the right things.
Categories of goods
Goods come in all shapes and forms. We buy them, acquire them by contribu\QWVIVL\PMV\PMZMIZMOWWL[W]\\PMZM\WMVRWa_Q\PW]\QVLQ^QL]ITMٺWZ\TQSM
the clean air). It appears useful to indulge in some categorization to allow for
distinctions among this great variety of goods.

)NM_LMÅVQ\QWV[
Goods are those tangibles and intangibles that have value for people,
and for the possession and enjoyment of those goods, people would be
_QTTQVO\W[IKZQÅKMZM[W]ZKM[/WWL[ZM[Q[\XW[[M[[QWV/WWL[IZMOWWL
for the realization of all kinds of values.
Shared goods are shared by a few people or a group of people withW]\IKTMIZTMOITLMÅVQ\QWVWN W_VMZ[PQX)[IZ]TMVW[QVOTMXMZ[WVWZ
legal identity can claim ownership of a shared good. The members of
the group enjoy the fruits of their shared good; they cannot exclude
other members but usually exclude non-members. Rivalry is conceivable both inside and outside the group. Shared goods come about by
way of contributions of the stakeholders
Private goods are goods held in private ownership. The right of ownership gives the right to exclude others from enjoying the fruits of the
goods and, when a market exists for the good, transfer the ownership
of the good to others. The ownership can be shared in the sense that
several individuals have a legal claim to the ownership. The ownership
Q[_MTTLMÅVMLTMOITTaQV\PM[MV[M\PI\IKW]Z\WN TI_[PW]TLJMIJTM\W
determine what belongs to whom.
Commodities are private goods in the situation of exchange. In such
a situation, goods are for sale and for that purpose are priced.
Collective or collective goods are goods held in ownership by a
collective, usually a state or another political entity. Their possession
has a legal status. They are marked by non-rivalry in consumption and
VWVM`KT]LIJQTQ\a<PMQZJMVMÅ\[IZMY]I[Q]VQ^MZ[ITQV\MZU[WN KW]V\ZQM[XMWXTMIVLOMVMZI\QWV[/TWJITKWTTMK\Q^MOWWL[JMVMÅ\P]UIVQ\a
in its entirety.
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Common goods are goods that have no clear legal ownership. They
IZM PMTL QV KWUUWV Ja IV ]VQLMV\QÅML OZW]X WN  XMWXTM KW]V\ZQM[
or organizations. No one can be excluded from enjoying its fruits but
there is rivalry between potential users: when someone catches a whale,
another cannot catch that same whale.
Club goods are goods that can be acquired by becoming member of a
KT]J?MW_M\PMQLMV\QÅKI\QWVWN \PQ[SQVLWN OWWL\W2IUM[Buchanan
(Buchanan, 1965). Club goods are characterized by exclusion (nonmembers are excluded) and rivalry (there may be a waiting list).
The (creative) commons are a source, like an ongoing conversation
W]\\PMZM8MWXTMKIVXIZ\QKQXI\MQVQ\IVLLZI_JMVMÅ\[NZWUQ\J]\
how and to what extent depends on the conditions of participation (or
of membership).
?M ÅZ[\ LQ[\QVO]Q[P OWWL[ WV \PM JI[Q[ WN  W_VMZ[PQX ;WUM OWWL[ _M W_V
privately, others collectively, the important goods we share or have in common
with others. And then there are the goods we simply enjoy, like a service, or
IJMI]\QN]TJ]QTLQVO<PQ[LQ^Q[QWVNWTTW_[KTW[MTa\PMLMÅVQ\QWV[OQ^MVIJW^M
Accordingly, when you and I trace the goods we possess, we will identify the
following categories:
•

Private goods include all commodities we have bought and of which we
have the property right. I am thinking of my clothes, my computer, my
car, my house, the shares I own, but also the electricity I buy, the haircut I
received, the visit to the museum, my stay at a hotel the other week, and
the (paid) advice I received recently on the mortgage for my house. This
category covers the goods and services in standard economics.

•

Collective or public goods are all the goods (or practices) that I enjoy
together with the collective of which I am part. I am thinking of the clean
air that I breath, the protection I get, the peace I enjoy, the democratic
institutions of my country, the educational system, Dutch cultural heritage and world heritage, the infrastructure of my country, and the highly
subsidized public transport.

•

The (Creative) Commons are all the practices to which I have access,
XW[[QJTa_Q\P[WUMMٺWZ\ I am thinking of all the art practices to which I
PI^MIKKM[[\PM[KQMV\QÅKXZIK\QKM[[\ZMM\TQNMQV)U[\MZLIUIVLITTSQVL[
of local practices in my hometown (such as the weekly farmers market).

•

Club goods are goods or practices that require membership. I am
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thinking of my soccer club, the philosophical society that I am chairing,
the association of cultural economists, and the choir of my wife.
•

Shared goods are the goods and practices that I share with others. For me they are my family, my friendships, my colleagues, my
team in city hall, all kinds of knowledge and all kinds of art, some
music so much more than other music, certain movies, Christian
practices, soccer games that I played, all kinds of memories.

Another distinction focuses on the values these goods enable us to realize.
The question to ask here is: “what is this good good for?” When we hold on
to the four dimensions of values as articulated in the previous chapter, that is,
personal, social, societal and transcendental values, than this suggest the four
dimensions of “personal,” “social,” “societal,” and “transcendental” goods.
The problem is that goods are good for a variety of values. An eggplant
can nourish me personally, but it just as well can be good for a family meal and
thus for social values. My philosophical practice serves maybe all four dimensions of values as it is good for my curiosity, for the community that it gives me,
NWZQ\[QUXIK\WV[WKQM\aI_IZMVM[[ IVLNWZQ\[\ZIV[KMVLMV\IT[QOVQÅKIVKM
<PMNWTTW_QVOLQIOZIUKWTTMK\[I^IZQM\aWN OWWL[\PI\IXXMIZ\WÅ\UWZMWZ
less, under the label “personal,” “social,” “societal,” or “transcendental.”
The criteria are that you can “possess” the good—legally or otherwise—,
that you (can) partake in the practice that the good represents, or that you can
enjoy its fruits or services. The listing should illuminate the immense variety
of goods that we can distinguish as soon as we look beyond products and
services.
Art is not for sale
Let me illustrate the preceding discussion by applying the concepts to a world
that has preoccupied me for the last twenty years, that is the world of the arts.
How to identify the notion of a shared good, a commons in that world? Here,
too, we are up against a standard economic perspective.
7VM_Ia\WZ]ټM\PMNMI\PMZ[WN [\IVLIZLMKWVWUQ[\[Q[\WI[[MZ\\PI\IZ\
is not for sale. It was fun to assert as much in a symposium with people of auction houses. After all, the art market is all about buying and selling art, isn’t
it? Sure, people can buy paintings, but that does not mean that they buy art
doing so. “What nonsense,” the auctioneers and the economists will respond.
Having bought the painting, someone has ownership. Really? The problem is
that they follow standard economic reasoning and therefore think in terms of
private goods and property rights. If they were to recognize shared goods and
the way a commons works, they might understand the point.
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This is how I illustrate the point to my students. My question is what is
it that they pay for when they buy a ticket for an art museum. Having other
lessons in mind, they often mention “experience.” They think that a museum
sells an experience good, that is, the experience of art that they pay for. But
they cannot pay for experience, just as they cannot buy the knowledge that the
class conveys. So what do they pay for?
The answer is “access”: the ticket gives them access to the museum
and it allows them to do whatever they please during opening hours. People
may choose to use the bathroom, to spend the entire time in the cafe of the
museum or in front of a single work of art. That is completely up to them.
What they pay for is “access.”
The experience comes about only by the kind of work visitors are willing
to do while wandering through the museum. When they walk around mindTM[[Ta _Q\PW]\ UISQVO I [MZQW][ MٺWZ\ \PMa _QTT M`XMZQMVKM TQ\\TM \W VW IZ\
)Z\ZMY]QZM[IVMٺWZ\[]KPI[TWWSQVO[MZQW][TaTWWSQVOIVL[WUMLMOZMMWN 
ZMÆMK\QWVWZM`XTWZI\QWV*ZQVOQVOQVSVW_TMLOMUIaPMTX0I^QVO\PM[SQTTWN 
looking and interpreting will contribute to the experience, too.
The visitors may subsequently become aware that art is a shared good.
When they appropriate the art—by doing the work—they may realize that
they share the ownership with lots of others. These co-owners are the curators, art historians, museum directors, artists, art critics and all those who are
partially involved as art lovers or, like themselves, as casual visitors to an art
museum. Art is a common practice. Art is a conversation.
Museums choose to exhibit certain paintings—and not most others—
JMKI][M\PMaÅO]ZMXZWUQVMV\TaQV\PMKWV^MZ[I\QWV\PI\Q[KITTMLIZ\>Q[Q\WZ[
will experience the art only if they are willing and able to participate in that
conversation, when they gain some understanding of how and why an art
WJRMK\ÅO]ZM[<PI\Q[\PMQZXIZ\QKQXI\QWVQVWZ\PMQZKWV\ZQJ]\QWV\W\PMKWVversation that is art. Accordingly, experiencing art requires work, a contribution of some kind. It is not enough to just put money on the table. Art comes
about in a process of co-creation.
Art is not a product. Art is not produced. Art is not
consumed.
Art is a conversation. Art is a common practice. Art is cocreated or co-produced.
Because art is not for sale, I am critical of directors of museums and thea\ZM[_PWNWK][ITT\PMQZMVMZOaIVLMٺWZ\WV[MTTQVO\QKSM\[*MKI][M\PMIZ\
that they exhibit and perform only comes to life when the viewers are willing
IVLIJTM\WKWV\ZQJ]\M\PMaZI\PMZ[PW]TLNWK][\PMQZMVMZOaIVLMٺWZ\\WOM\
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Diagram 6-2 Four domains of (shared) goods
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people to contribute somehow. They should ask themselves how to stimulate
people to talk about what they have experienced, how it will be part of their
life, as a shared good that they cherish. They then should develop a stratMOa\PI\XMWXTMIZM_QTTQVO\WKWV\ZQJ]\M\WÅVIVKQITTaWZ_Q\P\PMQZ\QUMIVL
MٺWZ\1\Q[QV\PI\_Ia\PI\\PMaZMITQbM\PM^IT]M[WN \PMQZ^MV]MZI\PMZ\PIV
by selling tickets.
Intrinsic and extrinsic values of art
How about the intrinsic and extrinsic values of art? I touched on the subject in the previous chapter and announced that I was in need of other concepts to clarify the distinction. The main concepts that I needed are those
of art as a shared practice, as a conversation, as a practice. Some values are
intrinsic to the practice, in the sense that they have a meaning only within the
practice that is art. You need to be in the conversation in order to appreciate
those values or qualities. (The next chapter picks up this point and develops
it.)
The conversation that is art is also good for all kinds of other practices. It
can be good for edifying people, for strengthening communities, for national
identity, for the work ethics in a company, for love, for a spiritual experience
maybe. In all those cases art realizes values of other goods or practices, that
is, external to its own practice. That is why they are called its extrinsic values.
Let me collect the arguments that warrant the statement that art is not for
sale:
• The knowledge about art is shared, and has to be shared in order to
be useful.
•

The knowledge will be alive and active only if it is sustained in a
conversation.

•

The conversation is limited in the sense it is generated within a limQ\MLJ]\][]ITTaVW\^MZa_MTTLMÅVMLOZW]XWN XMWXTM

•

The conversation is owned by those who participate in it.

•

Ownership does not imply economic rights like the right to sell,
but rather social rights like membership, status, recognition and the
respect of other participants.

•

<WXIZ\QKQXIV\[\PMKWV^MZ[I\QWVQ[IOWWLNZWU_PQKP\PMaJMVMÅ\

•

Participants contribute to the conversation when they participate in
it somehow.
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•

They “produce” the conversation jointly with other participants.

•

“Consuming” the conversation, in the sense of drawing on—can
also signify a production of—or contribution to the conversation.

•

Intrinsic values are those values that are to be valorized within and by
the practice that is art. Extrinsic are those values that the arts valorize
for other practices.

When in the standard economic perspective artists who forsake an income in
WZLMZ\WXZIK\QKM\PMQZIZ\¸_PW[MMU[MTÆM[[QVIV]VIKKW]V\IJTM_Ia¸\PM
QLMV\QÅKI\QWVWN IZ\I[IKWV^MZ[I\QWVWZIKWUUWV[UISM[][ZMITQbM\PI\
\PMaOIQVI[MV[MWN W_VMZ[PQXWN \PMKWV^MZ[I\QWV_Q\P\PMQZ[IKZQÅKM[1V
exchange for their generous gifts they gain membership and status as an artist,
and that is apparently worth a great deal to them. But it should also be clear,
that their work can only come alive when others are willing to participate and
contribute to it. For art is not of the artists and it is also not of those who buy
art objects. Art becomes art by being shared as art.
The life of goods
The example of art alludes to another characteristic of goods: they have a
life (Appadurai, 1988). They come about in (co-)production, they are shared,
other people join, and they may change hands by means of a transaction.
Where standard economics attempts to capture it all with the moments
of production, distribution and consumption, the value based approach
alerts us to the complexity of the processes and practices that constitute those
moments. What indeed is consumption of an artwork, or an eggplant for
that matter? One needs to know what to do with either one. Chewing on the
eggplant just purchased is not consuming it. Cooking it with some kind of
recipe works better. And then the question remains, with who will the dish be
shared and with what kind of conversation. Likewise, buying an artwork is not
consuming it, contrary to what is suggested in standard economic accounts.
<PM^IT]MWN IOWWL_QTTJMQVÆ]MVKMLJa_PI\PIXXMV[QVQ\[TQNM?PMV
IVIZ\_WZSQ[[WTLI\IPQOPXZQKMI\WVMXWQV\QVQ\[TQNMQ\[TQNM_QTTJMIٺMK\ML
by that event. Sometimes its artistic value will be appreciated more because
of the high price. In that case we speak of the crowding in of artistic value
because of the high price. However, it is also possible that the artistic value
will be appreciated less if insiders consider the artwork to have been commercialized by the high price and lose interest. Then the artistic value is crowded
out (Frey & Oberholzer-Gee, 1997).
Contested commodities
It has been pointed out that various goods are ruled out for a commercial
transaction (Walzer, 1983). Examples include body parts (like kidneys and
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wombs), votes and children. Buying and selling of such goods would be
immoral. The take away is the insight that markets are limited, that not all
OWWL[IZM\WJMKWUUWLQÅML
This chapter aimed to demonstrate that the most important goods canVW\JMKWUUWLQÅMLJMKI][M\PMaKIVWVTaJMIKY]QZMLJaUMIV[WN KWV\ZQbution and have to be shared with others. The key insight is that the claim
\PI\ITTOWWL[QVW]ZÅVIVKQITQbML_WZTLIZMOM\\QVOKWUUWLQÅMLQ[IOZW[[
exaggeration.
Then again, body parts, votes and children are potential commodities
because they can be priced and exchanged for a monetary amount. The ban
on their exchange betrays a valuation, a condemnation of highlighting the
instrumental values of such goods. Such condemnation is cultural. At other
times and still in some parts of the world, pricing children is accepted practice, and so is buying votes and selling one’s kidney or renting out one’s womb
for a price.
?PaKWWXMZI\Q^MIVL[WKQITJMPI^QWZQ[VWZUITIVL[MTÅ[PJMPI^QWZTM[[[W
4Q[\MV\W[\IVLIZLMKWVWUQ[\[IVLaW][\IZ\\WJMTQM^M\PI\_MIZMITT[MTÅ[P
people who are always out for personal gain. Even the warm, compassionate
person turns through the glasses of standard economists into someone who is
simply incorporating the utility of others into her own and subsequently tries
to maximize her personal utility, just like every other normal egoistic person
does. From a standard economic perspective, cooperative and compassionate
behavior is an anomaly that is hard to account for.
Cooperative behavior becomes normal and easy to account for when
we bring shared goods into the picture. In striving for a good life, people
need to make contributions to a range of shared goods. They contribute to
their family, to their friendships and show social behavior in order to sustain
“trust,” “collegiality” and other shared goods. In addition they participate in
or contribute to one commons or another. Scientists will go out of their way
to participate in and contribute to the commons that is their discipline; so do
U][QKQIV[IK\WZ[IVL^Q[]ITIZ\Q[\[.]Z\PMZUWZMXMWXTMUISMOZMI\[IKZQÅKM[
to be part of a religious practice, for example by becoming a monk, by investing a great deal of time, or by donating large sums of money. All this shows
up as social and cooperative behavior. It is social because it is meant to realize
a social or societal good.
Whereas standard economists are puzzled by so-called altruistic behavior,
in the value based approach much of such behavior is understood as valorizing certain values by contributing to a shared good. Soldiers who are willing
\W[IKZQÅKM\PMQZTQNMLW[WJMKI][M\PMa_IV\\WLW\PMQZXIZ\QV[][\IQVQVO
“democracy,” “freedom,” “my people,” “my nation” or whatever value they
[MMZMITQbMLQV\PM\MZZQ\WZaWZVI\QWV\PI\\PMaÅOP\NWZ8MWXTM_PWOQ^M]X
a career for the sake of assisting poor people contribute to the societal good
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“solidarity” or “justice.”
The standard economic perspective is blind for social behavior because it
only distinguishes private and collective goods. It is for this reason that it conveys the impression that people are mainly self-interested and inclined to free
ride when and where they can. And sure enough, herdsmen may overgraze
the common grazing ground and factory owners will pollute the air when
they can. Then again, skilled people contribute to the development of open
source software, correct entries in Wikipedia, join local political parties, serve
on boards of sport clubs, volunteer as teachers in homework classes, organize
neighborhood feasts and join the church choir. British and Japanese people
queue at stops of public transport and Japanese people will not even consider
dropping a cigarette butt in a public space. Social behavior is quite normal
and that is because shared and common goods are common. They even make
up a big part of our daily activities.
What motivates social behavior is a sense of ownership, to be able to say
that the commons or a shared good is “mine” or “ours.” The more intensely
W_VMZ[PQXQ[M`XMZQMVKML\PMOZMI\MZ\PM[IKZQÅKM[XMWXTMIZM_QTTQVO\WUISM
Asocial behavior would be the shirking of social responsibilities. People
may deny shared ownership to justify not contributing. Or they may think
that they get away with asocial behavior. Whether or not they do, depends
on qualities of the social environment in which they operate. The correction
will be social and will come in the form of disapproval and social exclusion.
American culture is such that people are frequently asked what they do for the
common good. Having answered a few times “nothing at all” may be enough
of an incentive to donate a sum to a good cause or join a board of a social
or cultural organization. Most cultures reward social behavior by awarding
distinction or reputation. The Dutch King hands out medals.
More importantly, ownership of social goods and being part of a commons give satisfaction and add to a sense of a good life. As we noted earlier,
people mention shared goods as their most precious possessions. Realizing
such goods must feel good. And the realization is only possible—so we found
out—by contributing and participating, that is to say, by social behavior.
Here phronesis operates, too. We need to weigh the value of one good
IOIQV[\IVW\PMZIVL_MVMML\WÅO]ZMW]\PW_U]KPMٺWZ\Q[VMMLML\W[][\IQVI[]ٻKQMV\[MV[MWN W_VMZ[PQX?MKIV[IKZQÅKM\WWU]KPWZ\WWTQ\\TM
0W_U]KPMٺWZ\LW_MVMML\WQV^M[\QVWZLMZ\W[][\IQV\PMZM[XMK\IVLTW^M
WN \PMW\PMZ['<PMZMIZM\ZILMW?[ٺPMV[KPWTIZ[X]\UWZMMVMZOaQV\WNIUily life, they can contribute less to the commons of science and, in doing so,
may lose out in terms of reputation and satisfaction as scholars. They have
to weigh their options, may even make some implicit or explicit calculations,
yet are cooperating and contributing either way. That is, they have to take
others in the commons into account in order to know whether what they do
constitutes a contribution.
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To repeat: private and collective goods are instrumental
All this does not mean that the notions of private goods and collective goods,
and the exchange in market places are of no consequence. The buying and
selling of art objects, the pricing of paintings, the attribution of property
rights, the selling of tickets, the claims and challenges of authenticity, they
are all instrumental for the realization of good art. It is good that economists
and legal scholars pay attention to that instrumental part of the world of arts.
However, that instrumental side is just that: it is instrumental. Most important
for the realization of the values of art are the conversations, or the commons,
that constitute art. Most relevant is the way art is realized as a shared good.
And that is not done by buying art, but by contributing to art.

CHAPTER 9

REALIZING VALUES IN FIVE DIFFERENT
SPHERES:
INVOLVING OTHERS

We need to acquire or produce goods in order to make values real. Scientists
need to write papers to realize their knowledge or research, artists need to
generate a piece of art to realize their art, and shoemakers make shoes to display their craftsmanship. We form friendships, start a marriage, develop collegiality with colleagues and work on welfare programs in order to realize values
that are important to us. Goods are the way to something of importance.
In order to be able to acquire or produce such goods, we are in need of
sources, as made clear in the previous chapter, and a great variety of sources,
I\\PI\?MUISM][MWN W]Z\ITMV\[JMVMÅ\NZWUI[\QU]TI\QVOK]T\]ZMIXXTa
our skills and are glad with a loving family and caring friends because they
support and encourage us.
The question that we need to address now is how we can acquire all
\PW[MOWWL[IVL[W]ZKM[8]\LQٺMZMV\Ta\PMY]M[\QWVKW]TLJM_Pa_MÅVLQ\
WN\MV[WLQٻK]T\\WZMITQbM\PMQUXWZ\IV\OWWL['?PaLW_M[WWN\MVMVL]X
with the wrong things? Why do we so often experience a lack of one thing or
another, like money or love?
Here we have reached a critical juncture. Up till now, we could reason
from the perspective of the individual or a group of people seeking the right
thing to do. We could more or less ignore other people. Only when we came
across the notion of shared goods, we saw the need to involve others. But when
it comes to the valorization of our values and goods the “other” becomes critical. Valorization is inevitably and necessarily a social process; it requires that
W\PMZ[ZMKWOVQbMI^IT]MQV_PI\_MLWWZWٺMZ
Our inquiry into what it takes to do the right thing takes us now out in the
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open, to involve the “other.” We need to get others interested in the goods we
generate. That is obvious in the case of a good like friendship because what
is a friendship worth if no other person is interested in it? We have to make
friends to have a friendship. The same applies to an idea: for what is an idea
worth if only one person has it? An idea gains value when it is shared with
others. An artist may be full of his own work, but what does that work mean
if there is no one to appreciate the work?
The necessity to get others interested in a good is obvious if the owner,
or creator, wants to realize other goods with that good. The shoemaker is in
no need of the shoes he makes but needs bread, clothes and such. So he has
\WÅO]ZMW]\PW_\W[_IXPQ[[PWM[NWZ\PW[MW\PMZOWWL[1V\PI\KI[MIOWWL
is a means to generate other goods. His challenge will be to get the owners of
those goods willing to give them up in exchange for a certain number of his
shoes.
Getting others interested in your goods is what valorization is all about.
Valorization of a good requires that others recognize that the good is good
for them. A pair of shoes could be of use, for example. It possibly could be
good for more things, like social or esthetic values (I am thinking of the Uggs
in chapter 5). Valorization of an idea may require a certain kind of conversation, usually as part of an existing conversation. Others have to get interested
in the idea, in what it means, what it implies, what its applications could be,
for such a conversation to come about. They must recognize the value of the
idea.
>ITWZQbI\QWV Q[ I UI\\MZ WN  LM[QOV WZ [\ZI\MOa AW] IVL 1 PI^M \W ÅOure out how we are going to go about making our values real, whom to get
involved and what we can expect from them. Will they be willing to pay? Or is
it more important that they participate in a conversation? Where to go? With
whom to speak? In what way? What to do? What are the options? What is the
right thing to do?
The standard picture
?PMVXMWXTMIZM]VLMZ\PMQVÆ]MVKMWN [\IVLIZLMKWVWUQK[\PMa_QTTI]\Wmatically think of the market as the main option for the valorization of their
OWWL[<PMQLMIPMZMQ[\PI\aW]IVL1OW\WI¹UIZSM\º\WWٺMZW]ZOWWLNWZ
a price in the expectation that other people are willing to pay the price in
exchange of that good. Valorization in that case implies the realization of an
amount of money (the price) in transactions with others. At universities the
managers currently speak of valorization when they want us, the scientists,
to sell our ideas or to get sponsors for our research. Valorization would then
be equivalent to “selling.” An alternative option is to get a government grant.
This gives the standard picture of the market and the government as
the two options for valorization. In the market prices rule, the government is
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ITTIJW]\Z]TM[IVL[\IVLIZL[;\IVLIZLMKWVWUQK[Q[Å`I\MLWVM`KPIVOMQV
markets, on the forces of demand and supply, on the role of prices, on products. Governments have a role where markets fail or turn out to be unstable
or unjust.
Markets or governments: that is the question that motivates most discussions in economics and policy. Should there be more market, or should
the government step in? Should the government control more, or should the
government let go? Laissez faire, laissez passer.
We can depict the standard perspective as follows:

Diagram 9-1 The two standard logics: Market and Governance
M stands for the market and G stands here for the government (later we extend
the meaning of G to stand for governance, or governmentality). Economists
know a great deal about how the market works. In order to understand how
governments work, you better consult those who study public administration
and legal scholars. The market is where private goods are traded. G provides
public goods.
The conversation that motivates the standard picture makes us think
IJW]\Q[[]M[TQSM\PMMٻKQMVKaWN UIZSM\[\PMXW[[QJQTQ\aWN IOMVMZITMY]QTQJZQ]U QV I [a[\MU WN  UIZSM\[ IVL IJW]\ \PM MٺMK\Q^MVM[[ WN  OW^MZVUMV\
interventions. We are made to wonder about the workings of the market and
get sucked into discussions on the pros and cons of economic policies, of the
need of intellectual property rights, or not, of government subsidies of the
arts, or not. In the discourse of standard economics all this makes perfect
sense, of course. But step away and consider your own experience. How much
sense does the talk about markets and governments make? Does that tell us
how we realize friendships? How about a home (versus a house)? And can it
tell managers how they realize trust in their organization? Can it account for
valorization of political ideas in the society? Does it tell us how people realize
IZ\[KQMV\QÅKSVW_TMLOMWZZMTQOQWV'1_W]TL[IaQ\LWM[VW\
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The following anecdote should make clear why the picture of M and G
is incomplete and is in need of other dimensions.
How an artist involves others to realize the value of his art
A befriended artist who teaches at the art academy in town had asked me to
talk about art and money with a group of his students. They all were involved
in a project about the highway as a special kind of space. Apparently they had
weekly discussion evenings to which they invited guests. I was surprised by
the number of students present, and then detected a few people who more or
less looked like me: older and dressed up, that is. Later I found out that they
_MZM ZMXZM[MV\I\Q^M[ WN  \PM <ZIV[XWZ\I\QWV ,MXIZ\UMV\ \PI\ _I[ ÅVIVKQVO
the project. I sat down next to them.
A 35 year old guy—the age I was guessing, but he looked older than the
W\PMZ[¸_I[LWQVO\PM\ITSQVO)\ÅZ[\1PILLQٻK]T\QM[ÅO]ZQVOW]\_PI\Q\
was about. Slowly I put the fragments together and determined that it was
about an art project of his. Apparently he had designed an algorithm for the
exploration of a city. By applying the algorithm, as seemed to be the idea, you
_W]TLLQ[KW^MZIKQ\aQVI\W\ITTaLQٺMZMV\_IaNZWUPW_aW]_W]TL[MMQ\_Q\P
a tour guide in hand or as a local inhabitant following the habitual routes.
The presentation triggered an animated discussion about the technique of the
ITOWZQ\PU \PM XMZ[WVIT IVL \PM XWTQ\QKIT ZIUQÅKI\QWV[ \PM IZ\Q[\QK Y]ITQ\QM[
and about what it is to experience a place—or should we say space? It was a
discussion that is quite typical for a gathering of artists.
At one point during the discussion the befriended artist invited me to
comment. I asked the question that might be expected from an economist:
“How much have you made with your project?” Artists can be direct; these
certainly were. “What a stupid question,” one student with a braided hairdo
yelled. Another joined in: “Why is that important?” “Yeah,” added another,
“I really don’t care.” Having the advantage of age and function, I insisted:
“No really, what did you make so far with this project? I am interested to know
what others have been willing to contribute to it or pay for it.”
The guy muttered “300 euros.” He sounded like he was exaggerating.
¹0W_TWVOPI^MaW]_WZSMLWVQ\º1I[SMLPQU\PMV¹7VIVLWٺNWZPITN I
year, a couple of months work so far, I guess. “How then do you support your
family?” (I had picked up that he has a kid.) “Well, I have a small administrative job and my wife works.”
I could think of all kinds of other options for him. He could sell his
algorithm, to a tourist agency maybe, to Lonely Planet or another alternative
tourist guide. He could have an app for the smartphone made. It might be a
hit and make him a rich man! He could also approach the government peoXTMVM`\\WUM[W1\PW]OP\I\\PM\QUM\WÅVLW]\_PM\PMZPQ[XZWRMK\KW]TL
qualify for a subsidy. All these seemed to be obvious ways for him to realize
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the values of his project. Yet, they were not his options. So what is he doing to
involve others and to get others interested in his work?
My task at the meeting was to point these students towards various
WX\QWV[\PI\5\PMUIZSM\PI[\WWٺMZ\PMU\W^ITWZQbM\PMQZIZ\5]KPWN 
what I said, seemed new to them. The resistance remained strong, though.
A tough crowd they were. Yet with all their resistance they showed me that I
was not doing justice to their practice. They were actually telling me that they
had other ways to valorize their art, even if they were not explicit about those.
Those other ways were obvious to them. It was the spheres of the market and
the government that were elusive to them.
The ways that are so obvious to the artists are lost in the standard perspective simply because they are not included in the framework. So to do
justice to the ways of artists we are in need of more dimensions. On the basis
of this experience and many others in the course of time, I have concluded
that the framework needs at least three more dimensions that artists, and ultimately we all, use to valorize our goods.
First is what I call the social sphere.
Note that the artist was sharing his work with a group of enthusiastic and
ambitious future artists. He got them to take his work seriously and even got
them to talk about it. Why is this noteworthy?
Millions of artists are making art and only a small fraction of all that
work is being considered and even a smaller fraction is talked about. All these
artists aspire to be in the conversation, to get other artists to pay attention to
their work, but only very few make it big. This artist got his project at least in
this conversation. The teacher had invited him, so apparently he was interested in the work. The students were willing to engage in a discussion. The
_WZSUQOP\M^MVQVÆ]MVKM\PMUQV\PMQZW_V_WZS1\IK\]ITTaPILIVQUXIK\
on me as it got me thinking how I approach foreign cities and made me realize
how habitual I am in my ways in my own city.) For this artist, being able to
present his work that evening is important. It is an achievement. It valorizes
his work in some way.
Getting in the conversation and getting recognition for work is something
he accomplishes in the social sphere, that is, in the sphere where people
socialize and are in conversation with each other. In this sphere they get others interested and involved, they persuade or seduce others to contribute with
their time, emotion and intellect, and maybe even money (in the form of
gifts). For that purpose they develop networks and have various relationships
with others, some of which are professional, others more intimate. For this
artist, this sphere is crucial.
The cultural, or artistic, sphere
In having the discussion about his work, the students and he are practicing
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their art. They use the terms that are meaningful in the conversation that is
called art, they appeal to shared values (“innovative,” “political,” “interdisciplinary,” “cliché,” “interesting,” “authentic,” “critical”) and use the codes for
that conversation (like the mentioning of certain names—Marcel Duchamp,
Joseph Beuys, Vincent van Gogh—while avoiding others and using exemXTIZ[NZWU\PMÅMTL¸QV\PQ[KI[MW\PMZIK\QWVWZQMV\MLIZ\1N _MPILJMMVQV
IVIKILMUQK[MUQVIZ\PMLQ[K][[QWV_W]TLPI^MJMMVMV\QZMTaLQٺMZMV\[QVKM
academics engage in another kind of conversation with other terms, values
and codes.
For the artist, the conversation that constitutes action-oriented art—a
sort performance art—is a source. Within the context of that kind of conversation, his work stands a chance to become valuable. So he needs that
conversation to valorize his art.
Then there is the sphere of the oikos, or home.
Often overlooked, especially when the standard economic perspective prevails, is the oikos, the home. (It is included in economics, oikos nomos, meaning
\PMTI_WN \PMPW][MPWTL1LQLV¼\[MMQ\I\ÅZ[\MQ\PMZ.WZ\PMIZ\Q[\\PMPWUM
plays a critical role in the valorization of his life as an artist (less so for a piece
WN _WZS0Q[PWUMQ[PQ[TQNM_Q\PINIUQTa_Q\PPQU[MTN0MÅZ[\PI[\WKWV^QVKMPQU[MTN \WLWPQ[IZ\IVL\WUISM[IKZQÅKM[LWQVO[WTQSM\ISQVOIUMIVingless job and forsaking a larger income. That is part of the valorization of
PQ[IZ\KWV^QVKQVOPQU[MTN<PMVPMVMML[\WQV^WT^MPQ[[QOVQÅKIV\W\PMZ"PM
has to convince his wife to support him in doing what he is doing. Imagine
the discussions at the kitchen table. “When are you earning some money with
your art.” “Give it some time. Van Gogh also needed some time before his
work became successful.” “Yes, but I am not his brother, and we have a kid to
take care of.” “I know, I know. I also am not happy with how it is going. But
you know how important this work is for me. Next week I am going to talk
about it at the academy. Who knows what is going to come out of that.” She
[QOP[IVLTM\[\PMQ[[]MZM[\)VLW[ٺPMOWM[\WMIZV\PMQVKWUM\PI\\PMa
need to pay the rent, the basic livelihood and a family vacation from time to
time.
Home stands for oikos. And as I already pointed out, the oikos is a crucial sphere for the valorization of all sorts of goods. It is not that the family
needs to appreciate the works and ideas of its members but it sure helps if it
supports them in doing what they are doing. Most people start the process of
valorization at home, among family. Kids seek approval for their artwork from
the parents, or make sure that they get fed and sheltered while doing their
thing. When they grow up they may make sure that they have their oikos as a
last resort to turn to when everything else fails. At the end of our lives, when
_MTQMQVW]ZOZI^M_MUIaÅVLW]\\PI\\PMUW[\IXXZMKQI\QWVNWZITT_MLQL
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comes from those with whom we shared our oikos.
1V \PM M`XMZQMVKM WN  \PQ[ IZ\Q[\ MIKP [XPMZM Q[ [QOVQÅKIV\Ta LQٺMZMV\ <PM
sphere of the oikos and the cultural and social spheres are obvious to him. He
knows all too well that he needs support from his wife, that he needs to work
in order to get other artists to pay attention to his work and that he needs to
participate in the artistic conversation appropriate for him. It is the spheres
WN \PMUIZSM\IVL\PMOW^MZVUMV\\PI\IZMLQٻK]T\NWZPQU\WOZI[X0MPIL
no idea how he could market his concept and earn money with it. Whom to
approach? Which organization might be interested? He had no clue. And he
PILVW\M^MVKWV[QLMZML\PMWX\QWV[\PI\\PMUIZSM\WٺMZ[1\\WWS[WUM[MZQous persuasion from me to get the students interested in the market. It was not
the sphere where they fancied themselves. If they could choose, most of them
would opt for the oikos and the social sphere to valorize their art. Interestingly,
the two options depicted in the standard perspective—coming to all of them
as an afterthought—are the options that they need to have pointed out to
them.
Getting the artist to see the option of the sphere of the market:
The artist could consider getting other people, or organizations, to pay for his
algorithm. In that case he would seek an exchange: the use of the algorithm
or even its ownership in exchange for something that has value for him, like
food or clothes or gas or an amount of money that allows him to buy all that.
When he seeks an exchange, he enters the sphere of the market.
Practically, that means that he has to approach individual people or peoXTMQVIVWٻKMQVIOITTMZaUIaJMIVL\MTT\PW[MXMWXTMIJW]\PQ[QLMIKWVvince them that the idea is of value to them and then agree on a price.
An exchange occurs when the other is willing to payWZ\WX]\Q\LQٺMZently, is willing to give up some other goods in order to acquire this one. The
question here is: why should someone else be willing to pay for his art? The
artist in this anecdote appears to have no clue of the answer and that is why
he ignores this option. That shows that participation in the market calls for
imagination and some creativity: the artist, or some intermediary, needs to
imagine someone else, a stranger maybe, and then imagine his or her values
in order to propose a deal. He might imagine, for example, that an organibI\QWV TQSM 4WVMTa 8TIVM\ KW]TL JM QV\MZM[\ML WٺMZQVO \PM ITOWZQ\PU \W Q\[
customers and would therefore be willing to pay for it.
The exchange is instrumental, at least in principle. The exchange serves
the goal of acquiring other goods; the price that another will pay is good for
money with which he can pay the price of goods that he is in need of. The
exchange is not so much about the relationship with the other—it could be,
J]\ Q\ Q[ VW\ VMKM[[IZa¸J]\ IJW]\ \PM XW[[QJQTQ\a \PI\ \PM OWWL WٺMZML PI[
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value for the other.
And then there is the option of the government or governance.
The artist can also apply for a subsidy or a grant. He can download the approXZQI\M NWZU[ NZWU I OW^MZVUMV\ _MJ[Q\M WZ \ITS _Q\P OW^MZVUMV\ WٻKQIT[
to discuss the possibility of support. He then enters the sphere of the government. When he approaches foundations for a grant, he more or less gets
into a similar process. In both cases he involves others, not for what they may
value themselves, but for the function they have and the system they represent. When he deals with governments and foundations he needs to take into
account the procedures, the criteria, the rules and regulations. He may need
an accountant to help him to account for his expenses. And he will be dependent on the judgment of committees.
He could also subject himself to the governance of an organization. That
UIaPIXXMV_PMVPMWٺMZ[PQ[KZMI\Q^M[SQTT[\WIÅZUWZOM\[\W\MIKPI\IV
academy or another school. In that case he valorizes his skills by persuading
XMWXTMWN \PMÅZUWZ[KPWWT\PI\PMQ[_WZ\PI[ITIZa<PMÅZUWZ[KPWWT_QTT
have application procedures, functions, salary scales, conditions of sickness
TMI^MIVL\PMTQSM<PMÅZUUIaKTIQU\PMZQOP\[\W_PI\M^MZPMKZMI\M[I[IV
employee. The academy will have requirements about his art production. A
high school wants him to show up in time or may have requirements as to his
teaching skills to boot. In all such cases he subjects himself to the logic of G,
that is, of governance. He will get a secure and stable income in return.
So now we have expanded the standard economics frame consisting of just
the market and the government—or better, governance—with the social
sphere, the cultural sphere, and the sphere of the oikos. I draw it as follows,
with the oikos as the base and the social sphere in the center holding all spheres
together. The cultural sphere could be a third dimension; I draw it to encomXI[[ ITT W\PMZ[ \W []OOM[\ \PI\ M^MZa\PQVO \PI\ Q[ LWVM QV MQ\PMZ WN  \PM Å^M
spheres, is embedded in a culture (as I suggested in chapters 1 and 2).
Someone saw in this picture a bicyclist riding a unicycle while keeping
the market and the government in the air. She noted that the S is the back of
the person; that back has to be very strong in order to maintain the balance
between all spheres. So right she was, as will become clear.
M stands for the sphere of the market, G for the sphere f government,
or more general, the sphere of governance (as I will clarify below), S for the
social sphere, O for the sphere of the oikos and C for culture. Each sphere has
its own characteristic logic, that is, a collection of rules, norms, institutions,
relationships and values that makes certain actions meaningful and renders
others strange, unheard of or objectionable, that is, illogical.
The M is the sphere for exchange. It is where the logic of the quid pro quo
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rules, where goods become products, or commodities, with a price attached,
where people or organizations buy and sell, where money functions as a unit
of account and a means of exchange. It is the sphere of commercialization,
WN XZWÅ\[MMSQVOWN QV\MZM[\WN KWUXM\Q\QWVWN MٻKQMVKaWN MV\ZMXZMVM]Zship and of free choice. It is the sphere in which people become sellers, buyers, customers, consumers, traders and merchants. It is sphere in which goods
get valorized as private goods, that is, as goods that are privately owned.
G is the sphere of governance. It is where governmental logic operates,
which is a formal logic based on rules and regulations, standards, accounting
procedures and laws. It is the logic of bureaucracy. Governments work with
this logic, but so do all organizations, some more than others. Foundations
work with this logic and so do commercial organizations of some size. In this
logic, people become functionaries, managers, employees, subordinates, civil
servants, clients, patients, subjects and citizens. It is good for the valorization
of collective goods, that is, goods that are collectively owned.
S is the social sphere. Its logic is social and therefore informal. Prices do
VW\ÅO]ZMVMQ\PMZLWZ]TM[IVLZMO]TI\QWV[Social logic is the logic of reciprocity, of contributions, of gifts, of participation, cooperation and collaboration. It is the logic of relationships and of networking. In the social sphere
people are partners, friends, acquaintances, colleagues, members, comrades,
contributors, donors, supporters and participants. In the social sphere people
generate shared goods such as social and cultural goods. In the social sphere
(creative) commons come about and conversations take place.
The logic of the oikosQ[ISQV\W\PM[WKQITTWOQKJ]\Q\Q[LQٺMZMV\JMKI][M
it presumes kinship or a shared fate. It is the logic of interdependence, of

Diagram 9-2 The Five Spheres: Market, Governance,
Oikos, Social and Cultural
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loyalty, of family ties, of intimacy and of love. In the oikos people are parents,
children, uncles, aunts, nephews, cousins, family members, soul mates, close
partners, friends of the family and intimate friends. The oikos is good for social
and intimate goods.
The logic of the cultural sphere is cultural. In the cultural sphere we
transcend all other spheres, relate to the Good, the Beautiful, the Truth, to
God or to Karma, harmony, the Sacred, or whatever suggests transcendence.
1\KWV[Q[\[IUWVOW\PMZ[WN ZMTQOQW][IZ\Q[\QKIVL[KQMV\QÅKKWV^MZ[I\QWV[WZ
practices. In this sphere people relate to their cultural values, celebrate rituals
together, honor sacred objects and share a common history. This is also the
sphere where people tap into the sources of the civilization in which they
partake.
The following two chapters will probe the spheres further and deeper and
will provide a more complete picture. They will discuss the overlaps, the
encroachment of one sphere upon the other, the phenomenon of crowding
in and out, and a few more of those matters that are relevant when people or
organizations are determining their strategies in order to do the right thing.
In the remainder of this chapter I will show how the model came about, how
Q\UISM[[MV[MWN PQ[\WZQKITLM^MTWXUMV\[IVLPW_Q\KIVIٺMK\W]Z_WZTL^QM_
*MKWUQVOI_IZMWN IVMMLNWZ\PQ[UWLMTWN Å^M[XPMZM[
The idea to distinguish spheres came many years ago when I worked with
P.W. Zuidhof, then a Ph.D. student, on a paper about cultural heritage. We
needed a sphere for gift giving and called that the third sector because that
was the common nomenclature at the time for the philanthropic sector. When
I presented the paper at a conference of cultural economists, Michael Hutter
referred me to the work of Luhmann, a German sociologist (with the warning
that he might be too much for what I needed) and suggested I add a sphere
for the family (Luhmann, 1997))\ÅZ[\1LZM_\PI\[XPMZMWV\WX_Q\P\PM
social sphere in the middle, but after reading Gudeman, a befriended anthropologist, I decided that the oikos, as I then called it, should be at the base of all
spheres, that is, below them (Gudeman, 2008). That came as an insight and
caused a revolution in my thinking. From then on I taught myself to use the
oikos as the point of departure of whatever train of thought. You must have
VW\QKML\PMMٺMK\[QV\PMXZMKMLQVOKPIX\MZ[IVL_QTTKWV\QV]MLWQVO[WQV\PM
remaining chapters. So much of what people do is for the sake of the oikos.
Life starts at the oikosQV^WT^M[[QOVQÅKIV\W\PMZ[¸[XW][M[XIZMV\[KPQTLZMV
close friends—revolves for a great deal around them, has often a good oikos as
a major goal and usually ends there as well.
Later I began to recognize the need to express the cultural dimension.
When I teach the culture of economics, a course that I taught already for
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ÅN\MMVaMIZ[WZ[W\W[\]LMV\[WN XPQTW[WXPa1LQ[K][[\PM[WKQITIVLZPM\WZQK
aspects of economics. My argument is that scientists need to operate in a
[WKQIT[M\\QVO][QVOI[WKQITTWOQKIVL\PI\\PI\[M\\QVOUIaIٺMK\\PM_Ia\PMa
practice their science. That is the sociology of science and clearly connects
with the social sphere in the model here. But it is not just that logic that
IXXTQM[[QVKM[KQMV\Q[\[][M[XMKQIT[KQMV\QÅK\MZU[NWTTW_[KQMV\QÅKKWLM[IVL
ZM[XMK\ [KQMV\QÅK ^IT]M[ \PI\ Q[ \PMa XZIK\QKM I XIZ\QK]TIZ ZPM\WZQK )TT \PI\
does not show in a model with just four spheres. I was in the need of another
sphere. Because I imagine that sphere as transcending the social, I could draw
it above the other four spheres, in a third dimension. When I connect the
anthropological meaning of culture (C1) with the meanings of culture as civilization (C2) and art (C3) I see the sphere of C as encompassing the other four.
<PMUWLMTWN \PMÅ^M[XPMZM[[MZ^M[^IZQW][X]ZXW[M[I[1JMOIV\WZMITQbM
when using it. It will gradually become clear in this and especially the next
chapter that it not only helps to account for a great variety of phenomena,
but it also encourages an analysis of the characteristic practices in each sphere
IVLWN \PMQZLQٺMZMVKM[/ZIL]ITTaQ\PI[[PIXMLUa_WZTL^QM_1XZM[MV\\PM
model in almost all lectures that I give and make use of it in my political function to motivate my policies.
<PMLQٺMZMVKM[JM\_MMV\PM[XPMZM[IZMKZ]KQITNWZ\PMUWLMT\WUISM[MV[M
of and to signify what we do when we realize our values. I have found that
\PMaKIVPMTXUISMXMWXTMI_IZMWN IT\MZVI\Q^MWX\QWV[WN LQٺMZMV\[\ZI\MOQM[_PMV\PMaZMKWOVQbM\PMLQٺMZMVKM[JM\_MMV\PMÅ^M[XPMZM[7]ZIZ\Q[\
KW]TLJMVMÅ\QN PM_MZM\W[\MXW]\WN PQ[KWUNWZ\bWVMQV[XPMZM[+;IVL
7 IVL ZMKWOVQbM \PM WXXWZ\]VQ\QM[ \PI\ / IVL 5 PI^M \W WٺMZ PQU <PM
LQٺMZMVKM[IZMIT[WPMTXN]T\WIKKW]V\NWZ\PMPW[\QTQ\a\PI\\PMIZ\[\]LMV\[
demonstrated towards M, or me, when I brought up M. Apparently they
were focused on S, the social sphere; the practices of M and the values that
they associate with M, clashed with the social practices that they value. That
made them feel hostile. Hostility is incidentally also the response of M lovers
towards G. Listen to free market economists speaking about governmental
practices such as taxation, regulation and laborious decision making, and you
can notice the disgust vibrating in their voices. There is more hostility around.
Quite a few artists I have run into seem to have a thorough dislike of the oikos
IVLQ\¼[QV\PMQZM`XMZQMVKM[]ٺWKI\QVOIVL[]XXZM[[QVOXZIK\QKM[<PMaIZM
more comfortable in S.
0W[\QTM NMMTQVO[ IZM I KTMIZ QVLQKI\QWV WN  QUXWZ\IV\ LQٺMZMVKM[ <PM
model should make sense of all such sentiments, and I think it does, as chapters 10a and b will show. We will see more need for the model when we try to
ÅO]ZMW]\PW__MOMVMZI\M[PIZMLIVLKWUUWVOWWL[?M_QTTVW\JMIJTM\W
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make sense of those if we stick to a model with an M and a G only. We are in
need of an S, a C and an O to understand how we realize the goods that are
most important to us. We also need S to understand how creative commons
such as those of the arts, religions and the sciences come about and how they
function. The “M and G only model” blinds us to the realization of social and
cultural goods.
All this is not to say that it is easy to get people to see the merits of thinkQVOQV\MZU[WN Å^M[XPMZM[<PMX]TTWN \PMNZIUQVOQV\MZU[WN 5XZIK\QKM[
is powerful. Especially economists are inclined to apply the instrumentation
that they have developed to comprehend the practices of M to any other
practices. Accordingly, they propose that politicians are striving to maximize
votes and that partners in the oikos are entering a kind of exchange when
dividing chores (Becker, 1976). Such an economistic perspective annihilates
\PMLQٺMZMVKM[JM\_MMV\PM[XPMZM[IVLUISM[M^MZa\PQVOTWWSJI[QKITTa\PM
same, as if everything is subject to the logic of M.
A similar tendency I detect among sociologists. In their case social processes are all that count. They see, for example, the socializing of traders in
the market and the role of social factors in markets, such as status and the
need to belong. Politics is for them a social process and so is family life. For
them the S covers all.
I will not deny that overlaps among spheres occur, that the logic of M
may operate in S and O, and that S works in M and G. They actually can be
UW[\[QOVQÅKIV\IVL1_QTTLMIT_Q\P\PMUQV\PMVM`\KPIX\MZ0W_M^MZÅZ[\
_MVMML\WJMKTMIZIJW]\_PI\UISM[\PM[XPMZM[LQٺMZMV\IVL_Pa\PW[M
LQٺMZMVKM[UI\\MZ_PMV_MIZMZMITQbQVOW]Z^IT]M[
The spheres through times
<PMLQٺMZMVKM[UIaJMKWUMUWZMKTMIZ_PMV_M\ISMIY]QKSZ]VITWVO\PM
course of history. For all we know, human life started out in the oikos. The
ÅZ[\XMWXTMUW^MLQV[UITTIVL\QOP\TaKWVVMK\MLOZW]X[<PMa_MZMMV\QZMTa
dependent upon each other (Sahlins, 1972). They shared what they gathered
and hunted, and respected clear lines of authority based on age and skill.
Their realization of survival, of a sense of belonging and spiritual life all
occurred in these small groups. The ties were close. The others were all well
known. Dealings with other groups were rare or non-existent. These groups
WXMZI\MLÅZ[\WN ITTQV7
Yet, humans are cultural beings. Equipped with the faculties of language
and imagination, they have to articulate expressions and design symbols that
give meaning to their common experiences. Cavemen began drawing on the
walls of their caves, developed rituals to cope with the vagaries of fate, and
developed the method of the narrative to render their actions meaningful, to
give them continuity through time. Accordingly, the activities in the oikos were
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embedded in a cultural sphere.
The groups evolved into tribes in which we notice the beginnings of
social practices next to those of the oikos. In S, members of an oikos relate
to members of other oikoi and do so socially, on the basis of reciprocity. The
S constitutes the public sphere, a sphere in which all people have access but
where they do not relate on basis of kinship of family values. Tribal members
created rituals together, collaborated and swapped goods and services. Yet,
there was no need for money as a means for interacting; no need to keep
count of the what for whom. The elder usually ruled on the basis of phronesis. There was no need yet for governmental practices with rules, regulations,
enforceable contracts and the like. A tribe operated in O, in C and in S. It
even did so when it interacted with other tribes. As the French anthropologist
Marcel Mauss describes in his famous book The Gift, the Trobriand tribe
entertained an intricate gift exchange to maintain stable relationships with
other tribes (Mauss, 1967).
For all we know, market practices emerged quite early on. Strangers might
KWUMJaWٺMZQVO_IZM[WN QV\MZM[\\W\PMXMWXTMQV\PM\ZQJMWZTWKITKWUU]nity. And here something remarkable happened, something that children still
M`XMZQMVKM_PMV\PMaOWW]\WN \PMPWUM_Q\PINM_KWQV[QV\PMQZTQ\\TMÅ[\[
Instead of asking someone of your oikos for something you wish, you now go
up to a total stranger to ask for something of value to you to discover that the
stranger, an unknown other, is willing to accept something from you in return,
[WUM\PQVOTQSMINM_WN \PW[MKWQV[QV\PI\Å[\0W_KIV\PI\XW[[QJTa_WZS'
Why not attack that stranger and take the goodies away from him by brute
force? Why not take the goodies when he is not looking? How can you tell
_PI\Q[VMMLMLNWZOM\\QVOILMITLWVM'?PaLWM[\PI\IUW]V\WN KWQV[[]ٻKM
and not another amount? What is the worth of those coins anyway?
For many people these questions might seem silly, as the answers seem
so obvious. But they are not necessarily so obvious. The artist in the opening
IVMKLW\MPILVWQLMI_PI\PMPIL\WWٺMZIVL_PI\\WI[SQVZM\]ZV<PMXW[sibilities of M continue to elude so many, especially those working in cultural
organizations.
The social sphere was getting more diverse and more elaborate in Athens
I\\PM\QUM\PI\)ZQ[\W\TM_ZW\MLW_VPQ[ZMÆMK\QWVWV\PMXWTQ[?PMZMXMWXTM
gathered in cities they came in need of the goods and services of so many
other people, so many that they could not get to know them all very well. And
they needed other people to make a living for themselves, to bring about a full
and meaningful life.
According to Aristotle the oikos was still the pivot around which practical
life revolved. The oikos was to provide for shelter and as much of its food and
other necessities as possible. Autarky was the objective. And the position in
one’s oikos and the wealth of that oikos determined the position someone had
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in the public or social sphere. Heads of well to do households clearly did
much better than, say, slaves and women, who had no public position.
The men were supposed to partake in political life that took place at the
agora, the central square of the city. Political life is social as it involves discussions and arguments with fellow citizens. The polis (city), therefore, had quite
a rich C and a developed S with plenty of social interactions. The G showed
up in the form of governmental structures and institutions that the Athenians
had put in place. Athens had a sphere of governance. Some citizens had governmental functions and there were laws to regulate daily life and the interactions among citizens. The S was needed for the philosophizing that made
these Greeks famous, for the realization of theatre and artwork, that is, of the
C. Athens must have had a highly developed civil society, that is, a strong S
outside the oikos, with a great variety of intense and intensive conversations
going on in order to produce such everlasting beauty and insight.
Problematic for Aristotle was the trading that took place in his Athens.
He named it chrematistike and considered it unnatural since the exchange of
OWWL[_Q\PKWUXTM\M[\ZIVOMZ[NWZIXZQKMKWVÆQK\[_Q\P_PI\PMKWV[QLMZML
the natural way of doing things. To him the oikos was meant to provide all
VMKM[[Q\QM[<PI\PIL\WJM\PMVI\]ZIT[\I\MWN IٺIQZ[-`KPIVOMLQLVW\[MMU
natural to him. He had problems with the idea that people use other people
as instruments for the realization of their own values and that they reduce
the nature of goods to a quality that they are not, that is, a price expressed in
monetary units. Even so, he grudgingly admitted that oikoi were in need of the
goods to be acquired by means of chrematistike.
The G becomes more important when we move closer to current times.
Governance was central for the mercantilists in their picture of the world.
Strong governments with powerful armies and warships could amass great
_MIT\P[W_I[\PMQLMIIVL[\QTTQ[ITJMQ\_Q\PLQٺMZMV\I\\ZQJ]\M[WN XW_MZ
such as size, large domestic markets, innovative power, ownership of vital
sources and yes, also military power). Governments stood for central authority, rules and regulation, taxation, control and the law.
We credit Adam Smith for the distinction of M as a distinct sphere with
its own practices and its particular importance for the realization of values.
He articulated practices that were anathema for Aristotle and so many thinkers and religious scholars after him. How could the pursuit of self-interest
JMR][\QÅML',WM[\PMXZQWZQ\QbI\QWVWN XZWÅ\VW\KWZZ]X\[WKQITQV\MZIK\QWV['
What good could come if the interactions between people were left to an
invisible hand, without the intervention of governmental authority?
Historians such as E.P Thomson and Karl Polanyi narrate the impact
that the emergence of M as a common practice had on traditional communities (Thompson, 1991 and Polanyi, 1944). Just imagine what it means for
people growing up in a farm, expecting and being expected to farm in their
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own oikos, to face the breaking away of some members in order to work for an
outsider for a monetary payment. It must have meant a dramatic change in
the lives of oikoi at the time. E.P Thompson narrates the revolts that occurred
in the 18th century when locals would attack the miller on his way to the
UIZSM\_Q\P\PMÆW]Z\PI\PMPILOZW]VLMLNZWUTWKIT_PMI\<PMTWKIT[XMZceived this action of their miller as a “selling out to strangers”. Their social
logic clashed with the logic of the market (where selling to strangers for a
good price is perfectly normal).
In his narration Polanyi is in need of a distinction of spheres, too. He
distinguishes four spheres, one of exchange (the M here), one of redistribution (the G here) and one of reciprocity (the S here). In addition he addresses
house holding, the O in the model here. He needs especially the S to indicate
that market type interactions are not “normal” as a run of the mill economic
analysis would suggest and that other, social, interactions once overwhelmed
market exchanges. The latter started to grow more dominant only in the 16th
century. (My good friend Deirdre McCloskey tends to fume when the name
of Polanyi comes up as he, according to her, grossly distorts the history of
markets and underestimates their role; she is probably right--she usually is on
such matters--but the more important point here is not the timing, but rather
the very phenomenon of frictions that occur when the emphasis shifts from
one sphere to another.)
In the last two hundred years or so, the market has acquired a strong
presence in the collective mindset. People in the modern world grow up in
awareness of the importance of markets for earning an income and acquiring goods. We all learn how powerful M is when it comes to the exchange of
private goods and the size of economic capital. The widespread resistance
against the dominance of M corroborates the point.
An important factor is the increasing capacity of modern societies to mea[]ZMUIZSM\W]\KWUM[<]ZVW^MZ[XZWÅ\[\PM^IT]MWN I[[M\[TQSMUIKPQVM[
buildings, shares, bonds and bank accounts; they all come in numbers. The
ÅVIVKQITQbI\QWVWN W]Z_WZTLUMIV[\PI\_MKIVKW]V\IVQVKZMI[QVOV]UJMZWN \ZIV[IK\QWV[IVLXW[[M[[QWVQVÅVIVKQITWZUWVM\IZa\MZU[)VL\PI\
conveys a sense of hardness and concreteness to M. For it is a strong belief in
instrumentalist thinking that numbers are factual and therefore concrete and
hard. It makes one belief that all that cannot be counted in monetary terms
is “abstract” instead of “concrete,” “soft” and thus not “hard.” That makes
anything that comes about in O, S, and C “abstract” and “soft,” at least in an
instrumentalist way of thinking. The value based approach turns that worldview upside down or inside out.
-^MV[W\PMQUXZM[[Q^MIKK]U]TI\QWVWN MKWVWUQKIVLÅVIVKQIT_MIT\P
that the modern world has witnessed in the last two hundred years attests to
the great impact of M and the innovative and entrepreneurial practices that
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brought about all of that. The M is a crucial sphere for us to valorize our
value as workers (in the labor market), to buy computers, houses, clothes,
therapy, vacations and all kinds of other goods that we need so much, and in
order to acquire the means to buy. People in most parts of the world do not
know any better than that they have to engage in practices of M in order to
get what they want.
However, we also learned that the practices of M can be destabilizing,
can even bring about crises and can have unintended consequences such as
inequalities and injustices. The Great Depression of the thirties continues to
linger in the collective memory (in Western countries at least) as an episode of
grand market failure. I doubt that the recent recession (2008-2014) —or shall
_MKWV\QV]M[XMISQVOWN \PMÅVIVKQITKZQ[Q['¸_QTTPI^M\PM[IUMQUXIK\)\
the time the answer to the crisis was sought in boosting G. Communists in the
Soviet Union had already embraced the practices of G as a way to outwit M
IVLJZQVOIJW]\UWZM_MTNIZMNWZM^MZaWVM<PMa[W]OP\I[KQMV\QÅK[WT]\QWV
to the problem of allocation and perceived governmental practices as essential in the implementation of such a solution. Socialists and social democrats
looked for a solution in a combination of M and G. John Maynard Keynes
propagated government expenditures to compensate for a fall in domestic
demand. Jan Tinbergen took a more systematic approach with models to
[PW_\PI\OW^MZVUMV\ITXWTQKQM[KIVQVÆ]MVKMMKWVWUQKW]\KWUM[*]\NWZ
\PMOW^MZVUMV\\WJMMٺMK\Q^MQ\PIL\WOZW_JQOOMZ
Accordingly, governmental practices increased dramatically in the decades
that followed, with increasing budgets for welfare programs, and, in the sixties
and seventies, in waves of rules and regulations. In most developed countries,
governments grew in size to claim up to half of Gross Domestic Product.
They ran utility companies, took care of education, healthcare, telecommuVQKI\QWV\PMXW[\WٻKMIVLK]T\]ZITIK\Q^Q\QM[[]KPI[U][M]U[\PMI\ZM[IVL
libraries; they subsidized cultural and social activities as well as entrepreneurial activities. They protected companies against foreign competition and prosecuted violators of the anti-trust laws. In the eighties governments began to
embrace M as a governing logic and the process of privatization and liberalization began. Even so, governments continue to contribute between 40%
and 55% to the total of national income.
Governments signify bureaucracies and bureaucracies make up G. Every
XZQ^I\MXIZ\a[MMSQVOOIQVXZWÅ\WZXTMI[]ZMQV5_QTTPI^M\WLMIT_Q\POW^ernmental bureaucracies. Just try to get into India or the US as a tourist or
businessperson and you will notice.
The sphere of G becomes even more dominant when we take business
organizations into account. Although the inclination is to relegate them to
the sphere of M—since they buy and sell—they actually operate internally
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in accordance with governmental logic. They also, after all, have bureaucracies assign functions to their employees, maintain a system of accounting and
operate by way of all kinds of rules, procedures and contracts. They all stand
for what could be called a managerial culture. Such a culture came about in
the second half of the 19th century when feudal and paternalistic practices no
TWVOMZ[]ٻKMLNWZKWUXTM`WZOIVQbI\QWV[TQSM\PMZIQT_Ia[IVLQ\\WWSÆQOP\
in the thirties of the 20th** century, when MBA schools shot up (Chandler,
1977). Management is about organizing, guarding and implementing a governmental logic and for that, advanced education was deemed necessary. The
emphasis on management in the business world also gave plenty of opportunities to consultants to assist managers in being systematic, structured, and
evidence-based in their strategies. When consultants got hold of institutions
like universities and hospitals, those, too, became subject to the managerial
culture.
When we imagine G as the sphere of all organizations, public and private, it may be possible to realize that G involves us more than M. Most of
our interactions take place within organizations or with organizations. A great
majority of workers receive their paycheck from organizations; transactions
within large multinationals constitute the greater part of international trade.
<PM QVÆ]MVKM WN  OW^MZVUMV\[ Q[ XMZ^I[Q^M ?M IZM Z]TML IVL ZMO]TI\ML Ja
\PMUZMKMQ^MQVKWUMWZJMVMÅ\[XIa\I`M[IVLÅVM[;WIT\PW]OPQV\PMKWTlective mindset M is dominant, in their daily lives most people depend more
on forces in G than on those in M. The bias probably occurs because transactions in M are measured and most interactions within G are not.
Throughout the 20th century, the logics of the market and governance
PI^MZMKMQ^MLUW[\I\\MV\QWVQVX]JTQKIVL[KQMV\QÅKLQ[KW]Z[M[-KWVWUQ[\[
made everybody else believe that the market logic is all that matters, whereas
business economists discussed the shaping of governmental (or managerial)
TWOQK\WXZWÅ\WX\QUITTaNZWU\PMUIZSM\TWOQK4I_aMZ[IVLX]JTQKILUQVQ[trators were focusing on governmental logic as it functions in governments.
The social sphere and the sphere of the oikos all but disappeared from sight.
Sociologists did a valiant attempt to keep their logics in the public picture, but
in the eighties their discourse became increasingly marginalized.
Spheres of regulation, coordination and discipline
<PMPQ[\WZQKITXMZ[XMK\Q^MUISM[KTMIZ\PI\\PMÅ^M[XPMZM[PI^MLQ[\QVK\Q^M
principles of regulating, coordinating and disciplining human actions and
activities. No matter how much freedom we have or desire, we are in need
of (outside) correctors, of signals that tell us whether we are doing the right
thing, or not. As children we are in need of some serious disciplining from
time to time, and even as adults we need to hear from our spouse, the police,
a judge or a manager that we have to do something about our conduct. For
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politicians and governors one of the key questions concerns what mechanisms are best to get people to do the (politically or commercially) right thing.
How to prevent them from abusing welfare provisions? How to get people to
JMMV\ZMXZMVM]ZQIT'0W_\WOM\\PMU\WJMMٻKQMV\IVLXZWL]K\Q^M'0W_\W
motivate people to do right?
The inclination, once again, is to focus on the disciplinary and regula\WZaUMKPIVQ[U[\PI\5IVL/XZW^QLM<PMXQK\]ZMWN \PMÅ^M[XPMZM[KITT[
attention to the regulatory and disciplinary forces of the three other spheres.
The cultural sphere is good for intrinsic motivation. A cultural setting
stimulates and gives meaning to certain actions and makes other actions
[MV[MTM[[WZM^MVJIL1V+aW]ÅVLW]\_PM\PMZaW]ZJMTQMN[UISM[MV[MWZ
not; whether your idea is meaningful; whether a contribution or action resonates with the prevalent culture (as in C1 and C2).
The sphere of the oikos appeals to loyalty and the norms of kinship;
when you violate them other members may get mad at you and in the worst
case you risk exclusion. The Amish oikos will ban members who choose to
join regular society. In the oikos parents have a stern talk with their children,
will ground them if necessary, and otherwise may correct them all the time.
(“Close your mouth when eating.” “You are not going out before you have
done your homework.”) Children may do the same with their parents, at least
in some cultural settings.
The social sphere provides mechanisms of social control, of approval
and disapproval, of shaming, of teasing and revering, of attribution of guilt,
of reputation and recognition, of exclusion, and of authority, power and hierarchy. Social mechanisms are probably most pervasive in daily life. When I
injure the feelings of someone, that person or someone else, may let me know
QV[]KPI_Ia\PI\1NMMTJILTaIJW]\Q\?PMV1IUIOOZM[[Q^MQV\ZIٻKUa
wife usually yells at me. When I am too full of myself, a child lets me know.
When I give a bad talk, I will not be invited again. When I treat a colleague
badly, I will pay for it later, for example by her support of a measure that is
bad for me.
<PMUIZSM\ZMO]TI\M[JaUMIV[WN XZQKM[IVLÅVIVKQITZM_IZL["IPQOP
ZM_IZLQ[I[QOVWN LWQVO_MTT1V\PMUIZSM\[WUMXZWÅ\IVLW\PMZ[TW[M<PM
market punishes bad ideas and bad products, and rewards good ones. Markets
make good entrepreneurs rich and throw others in poverty. As economists
like to say, the market provides incentives to do the right thing. And it does so
without the involvement of any authority. Accordingly, it does not restrict the
freedom of those who participate in it.
<PI\Q[LQٺMZMV\QV/<PMOW^MZVUMV\IT[XPMZMZMO]TI\M[JaUMIV[WN 
rules, programs, accounting procedures and monitoring, that is by restricting
actions and activities of people. Bureaucracies punish and reward by way of
rules, judgments of committees, or decrees of authorities. Governments apply
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the law and make use of the judiciary if necessary. In G we get speeding tickets, may be thrown in jail, disallowed to build as we please, cut trees at will, or
merge with another company.
The mechanisms of M and G are widely acknowledged. This model of
Å^M [XPMZM[ M`XIVL[ \PM[M \_W _Q\P \PZMM W\PMZ UMKPIVQ[U[ WN  ZMO]TI\WZa
coordinating and disciplinary mechanisms.

Worldviews
7\PMZ[ PI^M XWQV\ML W]\ \PM VMML \W LQٺMZMV\QI\M JM\_MMV [XPMZM[ JMaWVL
those of the market and the government. Mostly they do so to call attention
to the existence of a society, of social processes, that is, and sometimes to

Figure 9-3 Five systems of control and regulation
remind us that we operate in an oikos, too (although that is not the term they
use). I refer to the philosophers Hegel and Habermas , the sociologists Paul
DiMaggio and Viviana Zelizer, the anthropologist Stephen Gudeman and the
historian Karl Polanyi. Most of them do so in order to explain things better,
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to give a more accurate picture of the real world than the one-sided pictures
in which M, or G, dominates.
5aWJRMK\Q^MQ[IUWZITWVMI[Q\Q[UaX]ZXW[MQ[\WÅO]ZMW]\_PI\Q[
the right thing to do. What is the right strategy for the realization of values? I
WٺMZ\PMUWLMTWN \PMÅ^M[XPMZM[\WQVNWZU_WZTL^QM_[WN XMWXTMIVLWZOInizations seeking the right thing to do. Yet if we can use the model for individuals, groups of people and organizations, then we can use it for politicians
I[_MTT#\PMWVTaLQٺMZMVKMJMQVO\PI\XWTQ\QKQIV[IZMQVVMMLWN I[\ZI\MOa\W
realize societal values. Main political movements turn out to stress one sphere
or another, as I will show.
The model may be used to counter the idea that M is all that matters and
to argue that there is such a thing as a society (as the former British prime
minister Margaret Thatcher, a fervent advocate of M, once famously denied)
(Thatcher, 1987). The issue that got us going in the case of the artist was the
outright rejection by the art students of my appeal to M logic. To them selling
an artwork is not what art is about. They object, therefore, to the dominance
of M logic. They are not alone. Suspicion towards and resistance against the
market logic is strong. I notice it all around me. A book that is critical of the
market tends to sell well. What money can’t buy: the moral limits of markets, by the
Harvard ethics professor Sandel was a bestseller (Sandel, 2012).
Usually the discussion stops with the criticism. A good question to ask,
I would suggest, is why the criticism is so loud and so persistent. Markets are
KTMIZTaWXMZI\QVOITTW^MZIVL_MITTIZMJMVMÅ\QVONZWU\PMUI[\PMaMVIJTM][
to valorize the goods we produce and the services we provide, and we acquire
goods and services that are useful for us. So why all the criticism? One reason
for this is that markets do not always work very well and generate unwelcome
outcomes, like pollution and inequality. Another reason is that people do not
recognize all what they do in the sphere of the market. Whether it is their
intimate interactions, their friendships, their social activities or their conversations about art, they cannot make sense of those in terms of the market.
When people see the spheres of the social sphere and the oikos, at least some
WN \PMQZKZQ\QKQ[UQ[ZM[WT^ML_PMV\PMaXMZKMQ^M\PI\\PMaIZMR][\QÅMLQV[]Zmising that there is life beyond the market. In the case of the artist the social
and the cultural sphere as well as the sphere of the oikos help to make sense of
his behavior and show that he was valorizing his work even if that was not in
the spheres of the market and the government.
Additionally, having a picture of the S, we can more easily recognize
movements that occur in the social sphere. Especially the digital environment
thrives on social initiatives to which people contribute without monetary compensation and which operate with a minimum of G. Think of open sources,
of Wikipedia and the like. S is also the domain of the share economy in which
people share cars, machines, homes, rooms and so on. S is the domain where
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communities are active, where people start cooperatives and use social money.
It is also the sphere where colleagues support each other, where scientists
[PIZMQLMI[IVLZM[MIZKPÅVLQVO[_PMZMU][QKQIV[UISMU][QK\WOM\PMZIVL
where people pool resources to help each other out. The more you explore S,
the more you will see.
<PMX]ZXW[MWN \PMXQK\]ZM_Q\P\PMÅ^M[XPMZM[\PMZMNWZMQ[\WUISM
sense of all possible strategies that people follow when they valorize their val]M[?PMVaW]UISMQ\aW]ZW_VaW]UIaÅVLW]\\PI\Q\_QTTIٺMK\\PM_Ia
you perceive the world around you. You will still discern markets working
and governments operating but you will probably pay more attention to what
people and organizations do in the social sphere and, as far as people are
concerned, in the oikos in order to do the right things. It will get you interested
in the possibilities as well as the limitations of each sphere, of the frictions
that occur when people switch spheres, and the misunderstandings that result
when it is unclear in which sphere someone is operating. And you may wonder, as I do, whether the spheres as they function now in current societies are
[]ٻKQMV\TaQVJITIVKMWZ_PM\PMZ[WUMSQVLWN KWZZMK\QWVQ[KITTMLNWZ
AW]_QTTIT[WVW\QKM\PI\\PMUWLMTWN Å^M[XPMZM[MVIJTM[][\WILLZM[[
all kinds of other questions. For example, when the question comes up why
the level of trust is going down, we might consider processes in S besides
what happens in M and in G. The S factor, incidentally, was generally recognized as problematic when the former Soviet countries embraced the M;
it was surmised that they lacked the strong civil society that is needed for a
OWWL N]VK\QWVQVO UIZSM\ IVL IV MٺMK\Q^M OW^MZVUMV\ <PM QVKT][QWV WN  ;
and O furthermore indicates that other coordinating mechanisms are at work
besides the pricing mechanism of M and the regulatory mechanism of G. I
refer to the socializing and moralizing forces in S and O. And when the discussion turns to the qualities of life, to issues of meaning, to the question of
civilization (“are we experiencing a loss of civilization, or not?”), we need to
distinguish a distinctive cultural sphere.
Those forces are not always recognized. A while ago I addressed a large
audience together with a well-known and eloquent Dutch economist. I presented the model. He thought it was all “nonsense”—he likes to be provocI\Q^M0Q[M`IUXTM_I[\PM\ZIٻK¹4Q[\MVºPM[IQL\W\PMI]LQMVKM_Q\PI
LZIUI\QK\WVMQVPQ[^WQKM¹_PMV_MZMO]TI\M\ZIٻKITT_MVMMLIZMZ]TM[
and prices. Because of the rules people drive on the right side of the road, or
\PMTMN\QV[WUMKW]V\ZQM[IVL[\WXNWZ\ZIٻKTQOP\[<PMXZQKMWN KIZ[IVLOI[
XZM^MV\[W^MZKZW_LQVOWN \PMZWIL[º)VL\PMVPM\]ZVMLLMÅIV\Ta\WUM
That was an easy one. “Arnold,” so I responded (I was prepared this time!),
“ever driven in Iowa City, Naples, Mumbai and, say, Amsterdam? Did you
VW\QKMPW_LQٺMZMV\\PM\ZIٻKQ[QV\PW[MKQ\QM['1V1W_I+Q\aXMWXTMLZQ^M
[TW_Ta \PMa IZM KWV[QLMZI\M WN  W\PMZ LZQ^MZ[ [\WX NWZ [\WX[QOV[ IVL \ZIٻK
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lights and they yield to others. In Naples you have to ignore those behind you
and forget about looking in the rear-view mirror—and take whatever space
you can, to notice that the Italians are gracious in defeat. Mumbai is just one
big chaos where it is not clear on which side of the road you need to drive,
where no one seems to care about what the others are doing, where you better
QOVWZM\ZIٻKTQOP\[QN aW]_IV\\WSMMXOWQVOIVL_PMZMQ\Q[XMZNMK\TaVWZUIT
\WOM\[\]KSQVIUI[[Q^M\ZIٻKRIU1V)U[\MZLIU\PMZMQ[IKWV\QV]W][_IZ
JM\_MMVKIZ[IVLJQKaKTM[_Q\P\PMTI\\MZ^QWTI\QVOITTXW[[QJTM\ZIٻKZ]TM[\W
JMI\\PMKIZ[1VITTKI[M[\PMWٻKQITZ]TM[IZMUWZMWZTM[[\PM[IUMIVLQVITT
KI[M[XZQKM[WXMZI\MAM\\PM\ZIٻKQ[LZIUI\QKITTaLQٺMZMV\<PQ[[PW_[\PI\
the most important regulating forces are social, or cultural, in kind. People are
[WKQITQbMLQV\PM_Ia\PMaUIVIOM\PM\ZIٻKº)ZVWTLLMKQLML\WQOVWZM\PM
XWQV\IVLJIZOMLIPMIL_Q\PIVW\PMZXWQV\<PQ[KWVÅZUMLUaQUXZM[[QWV
that economists have a hard time seeing the spheres of S, C and O, even if
you point it out to them.
Not only economists have a problem perceiving the workings of S, C
and O. My guess is that most people do. When it comes to their worldview,
most people will mainly see a world with M and G. After decades of belief
in G, M appeared to become more popular. Whereas in my student years the
discussions were about what the government should do, nowadays the discussions are about what the government should not do. At least that was the case
until the recession that started in 2008. It was believed that governments had
grown too big and too bulky, that taxes were too high and welfare programs
too generous. Ever since the late seventies free market ideologies are back
in vogue and free market ideologies such as Milton Friedman and Friedrich
Hayek were once again widely read and discussed. The trend was to withdraw
governments from all kinds of activities. This resulted in the privatization of
all kinds of government organizations (such as in telecommunication, utilities,
maintenance, health care, transport and education) and the liberalization of
^IZQW][UIZSM\[NZWUOW^MZVUMV\KWV\ZWT\PMÅVIVKQIT[MK\WZJMQVOIXZQUM
example.
In the model, this shows up as a shift from G to M. As noted earlier, the
Great Depression had motivated a move towards G. Keynes advocated more
and bigger governments, a larger G, that is (Keynes, 1963). They saw in a
large G a counterbalance to an unstable and too powerful M. However, they
did not go as far as communists who advocated the abolition of the M logic
IT\WOM\PMZ )KKWZLQVOTa LM^MTWXML VWVKWUU]VQ[\ KW]V\ZQM[ UW^ML ÅZ[\
NZWU5\W/\PMVUW^MLJIKS\W5\WZM\]ZV\WUWZM/L]ZQVO\PMÅVIVKQIT
crisis of 2008-2014.
You would expect liberals (the European label for free market advocates)
to celebrate the embrace of M by politicians from the eighties onwards. But
\PI\Q[VW\VMKM[[IZQTa\PMKI[M<PMZMI[WV_Pa1KW]TLÅO]ZMW]\_Q\P\PMPMTX
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of my model and the dissertation about neo-liberalism by Zuidhof (whom I
mentioned earlier in the chapter). Neo-liberalism is a commonly used term
to characterize current policies. It is said that current social democrats have
turned into neoliberals and that the policies of the EU are neoliberal as well.
<PMLMÅVQ\QWVWN VMWTQJMZITQ[UPW_M^MZZMUIQV[][]ITTa]VKTMIZ5W[\XMWXTM1I[SKIV¼\\MTTQ\[LQٺMZMVKMNZWUTQJMZITQ[U<PMaKWUMI[NIZI[QLMV\QNaQVO VMWTQJMZITQ[U _Q\P +PQKIOW MKWVWUQK[ IVL Q\[ MUXPI[Q[ WV [MTÅ[P
behavior and free markets. The model creates clarity. Zuidhof helped me by
making a connection with Foucault’s notion of governmentality that I subsequently adopted (Foucault, 1975).
Governmentality is what characterizes neo-liberals. They are people who
operate in G, or think in terms of G, and adopt the logic of M as a strategy
in their politics. Neo-liberals, therefore, are governors, or people who identify
themselves with governors, who advocate free markets and entrepreneurship,
as managerial solutions for societal problems (such as high unemployment,
QVMٻKQMVKQM[ IVL PQOP XZQKM[ <PMa IZM \PM XWTQ\QKQIV[ _PW _IV\ \W TQJMZalize markets and privatize government organizations. Yet because they are
governors, they also seek ways to somehow stay in control. That is why we
have witnessed a surge in supervisory institutions, regulations and accounting
procedures. All those are anathemas for true liberals who prefer to minimize
as much government as possible and safeguard the autonomy of individuals,
especially of entrepreneurial individuals.
<aXQKIT_I[\PMZM[XWV[M\W\PMÅVIVKQITKZQ[Q[[\IZ\QVOQV 1V[\MIL
of propagating laissez faire, as a true liberal would do, politicians as well as
people on the street called for massive government intervention. The logic of
G had to come to the rescue of what was perceived to be a failure in M logic.
As a consequence, governments rescued banks, even nationalized them, and
formulated a massive set of new rules and strengthened the supervision of
the sector.
In the academic world I see a similar trend. Even where academic governors speak about the importance of valorization of research in markets,
IVL_PMZM[\]LMV\[PI^MJMKWUMW]ZK][\WUMZ[\PMV]UJMZIVLQVÆ]MVKM
of rules and formal procedures are only expanding. In recent years European
]VQ^MZ[Q\QM[PI^M[]ٺMZMLOZMI\Ta]VLMZ\QUMIVLUWVMaKWV[]UQVOIKKZMLitation procedures. It is all about control and accountability, that is, values of
G. In that area of my life, I experience G indeed as a capital G. A colleague
of mine speaks of a Soviet system. I am reminded of Kafka, since nobody
can give me the rationale of the procedures and everybody tells me that we
have to do it whether we like it or not. (I can’t help revealing my bias here. I
would argue that universities should focus on S, on the fostering of academic
communities and experience G practices as undermining the S in the academic world.)
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Whereas conventional wisdom would probably state that the M logic is
dominant nowadays, I would argue that G logic rules in everyday and public
TQNM ?PMV [WUM\PQVO OWM[ _ZWVO TQSM IV IQZXTIVM KZI[P I TIZOM ÅZM PQOP
unemployment, a failing bank or personal misfortune), most people look to
the government for a solution. When journalists ask for the solution when
someone has discussed a problem of any kind, they usually imply asking what
the government should do about it. Bring a politician on stage together with
any other citizen, and everybody wants to know what the politician has to say.
Only pop stars may succeed in drawing the attention away. When people or
organizations are in trouble, they expect the government to help them out.
This is certainly the case in northern European countries, but such a mentality is also strong in countries like England and the US. In southern European
KW]V\ZQM[XMWXTMK][\WUIZQTa_PQVMIVLKWUXTIQVIJW]\QVMٺMK\Q^MIVLKWZruptive governments, but that practice betrays rather a longing for strong and
MٺMK\Q^MOW^MZVUMV\[\PIVNWZVWOW^MZVUMV\I\ITT)L^WKI\M[WN UMZMTIQ[[MbNIQZMTIQ[[MbXI[[MZUIaPI^MITIZOMI]LQMVKMJ]\ÅVLNM_NWTTW_MZ[_PMV
it is time for action.
Of course, it is a matter of political belief to stress one sphere over
another. People recognize their values more in one sphere than in the others and will be inclined to advocate strategies pertaining to that sphere. The
model is not going to determine who is more right than others, although I
[]ZUQ[M\PI\\PMÅVITKWVKT][QWV_QTTJM\PI\\PMZMQ[IVMMLNWZ[WUMJITIVKM
That still leaves room for discussion as to what the perceived imbalances are
and how to correct for those. Politics is the working of phronesis at the level
of societies and beyond. People apply it in cafes, in classrooms and in public
squares. It is in the corridors of power that phronesis is really at work, with
consequences for all citizens.
The model allows for rough characterizations of political movements,
based on their faith in or valuation of one sphere above the others. The table
on the following page provides a summary.
In conclusion
<PMUWLMTWN \PMÅ^M[XPMZM[XZW^QLM[IXQK\]ZMWN \PM_WZTLQV_PQKP_MITT
operate in order to realize our values. It directs our attention to the others we
need to involve in order to do so. Also, it points out to us that we have various options, various strategies that we can follow. It is not that one strategy
excludes the other, but we need to be aware of the consequences of choosing
one strategy rather than another. The choice may matter for the values that
we ultimately succeed in realizing.
The model provides a set up for a view of the world. It inspires us to look
beyond market and governmental practices and to recognize the role that
social relations have in daily life. The social and the cultural sphere and the
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sphere of the oikos are essential for the generation of social and cultural goods,
for all the goods that we need to share with others. Without a clear view on
those spheres we cannot make sense of social and cultural goods, and will fail
\WOM\IKTMIZ]VLMZ[\IVLQVOWN PW_IZ\Q[\QK[KQMV\QÅKIVLZMTQOQW][XZIK\QKM[
among many others, work.
Having the overall picture, we can now turn to the intricacies of each
sphere and to the interactions among and between them.

Simple characterizations:
Liberals (in the classical sense) celebrate the forces of M and are critical of the actions of G for the sake of freedom.
Keynesians or the liberals in the American sense argue that a
strong G is needed to compensate for failures of M for the sake of
stability and justice.
Socialists argue that G should dominate M for the sake of justice and
the power of the people.
Neo-liberals are governors (that is, they are positioned in G) who see
practices of M as solutions for their problem.
Communists seek to displace M with G; in communism all goods are
state owned.
Communitarians stress the importance of S, of social arrangements,
and downplay the role of M and G.
Corporatism stresses cooperation between organized labor and
organizations of enterprises with secondary roles for the market and
the government.
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